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option. STM said the modernisation will be undertaken in
collaboration with a local shipyard in Pakistan, which is
expected to be Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works
(KSEW). STM added that the ﬁrst submarine is scheduled
to be delivered to the PN in 4-5 months.

From Editor’s Desk
Government of Pakistan has ﬁnally set up Pak
LNG Company with sole responsibility of importing
liqueﬁed natural gas in an organized manner while
fully integrating whole supply chain in view of
demand and supply situation. Federal Minister for
Petroleum and Natural Resources recently divulged
that Pak LNG has been set up and is working now
and will formally start LNG imports in about four
months. This is good news for energy starved
nation facing prolonged spells of power cuts which
has been negatively affecting industrial production
since long.

Karachi’s Catastrophic Pollution of the Sea is
Killing Fish and Threatening Livelihoods
Source: Scroll.in
21st June 2016

The team of ﬁve exhausted ﬁshermen have just return
from a three-day tiring journey of the Arabian Sea. After
anchoring their wobbly 30-foot boat at the ﬁshing jetty of
Karachi’s historical ﬁshing settlement, Ibrahim Hyderi,
they started unloading nets and emptying the plastic
baskets. Finally they piled up their catch, which comprises
small ﬁsh. The three nights of labour will earn each
ﬁsherman 3,000 Pakistani Rupees ($30), as only ﬁsh meal
factories will buy it for less than the market rate. “There are
no ﬁsh near the shores and we have to travel into the open
sea to ﬁnd the catch,” said Abass Mallah, the 40-year-old
captain of the boat. The residents of this old ﬁshing village
are running out of luck as they have to ﬁnd ways to tackle
the rising pollution from Pakistan’s largest city. These days,
they need powerful motorboats, bigger ﬁshing nets and
extra men to sail into the open sea and spend several days
in search of ﬁsh. “Dumping of garbage and pouring
sewerage water into sea has badly affected ﬁsh,” said Saleh
Muhammad, a ﬁsherman from the village.
Just a few yards away from the ﬁshing jetty, heaps of
rubbish have been dumped on the beach. According to
locals, inﬂuential people have started inviting rubbish
trucks to come and dump municipal waste into the sea.
They hope to then lay claim to the adjacent land and sell it
at a large price. Just outside the village, there is a huge
drain. It pours smoky black water, layered with white foam,
into the sea. This efﬂuent comes from the city. There are six
industrial zones in Karachi with around 10,000 industrial
units that manufacture everything from textiles to
chemicals and paints. The most polluting, in terms of
chemical waste, are the tanneries.
The authorities admit that solid waste and toxic
industrial efﬂuents are dumped into sea, untreated. Sindh
Minister for Environment, Sikandar Mandhro, said that he
is aware that the waste water and solid waste is dumped
into the sea. “This is not new phenomena, we have chalked
out a plan to solve the issue on a permanent basis,” he
said.Authorities estimate that Karachi produces around
500 million gallons per day of waste water. Around one
ﬁfth of water comes from these industries, while the rest is
the domestic or municipal sewerage. “Almost all of the
sewerage and industrial waste water goes into sea without
treatment, which has brought a natural disaster, as we are
losing our ﬁsh catch and also it is affecting marine life"
Mandhro said. "We are working to resolve the issue."
However, factory owners have different ideas. “Most of the
industries were built ﬁve or six decades ago and now they
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Pakistan-China Agree to Work for Regional Peace
and Stability
Source: Radio.gov.pk
23rd June 2016

Pakistan and China have agreed to work together for
regional peace and stability. The understanding came
during the meeting between President Mamnoon Hussain
and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping in Tashkent,
Uzbekistan on the side-lines of the SCO summit. Mamnoon
Hussain thanked China for supporting Pakistan in its
efforts to achieve membership of Nuclear Suppliers Group.
Pakistan appreciates China's stance on membership
of NSG for the aspiring countries. Two heads noted that
giving membership of NSG to India alone will disturb the
balance of power in the region. He also thanked for Chinese
support for membership of SCO. Also lauds China's stand
on Pakistan's sovereignty and integrity and its
condemnation of recent drone strike in Balochistan.
Pakistan contracts Turkish company to upgrade
Pakistan Navy Agosta 90B submarines
Source: IHS Janes Defence Industry
23rd June 2016

Pakistan's Ministry of Defence Production (MoDP) has
awarded Turkish company STM (Savunma Teknolojileri
Muhendislik ve Ticaret A.S) a contract to upgrade the
Pakistan Navy's (PN's) three Agosta 90B (Khalid-class)
submarines. The contract, the value of which was not
revealed, was signed on 22 June in Rawalpindi and
features the conﬁrmed upgrade of one submarine followed
by the modernisation of two additional platforms under
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have no space to build treatment plants inside the
factories,” said Syed Sadiq Ahmed, an owner of a small
factory in Korangi Industrial area.
Empowered: Advisory Board to Regulate Tariffs of
Shipping Lines
Source: The Express Tribune
24th June 2016

KARACHI: Pakistan National Shipping Corporation
(PNSC) and other stakeholders have empowered the
Shipping Rates Advisory Board (SRAB) to regulate the
tariffs of shipping lines and terminal operators. The
approval was given at a meeting held in the backdrop of
excessive charges demanded by the shipping lines and
terminal operators. The chairman of PNSC along with
director general of ports and shipping chaired the meeting.
It was attended by the chairman of Pakistan Ship Agents
Association, chairman of All Pakistan Shipping
Association, general manager operations of Karachi Port
Trust, members of the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of
Commerce and Industry and Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and representatives of terminal
operators.
“The mandate for the Shipping Rates Advisory Board is
ﬁnalised…the meeting was briefed about the formation of
SRAB, its revival and powers to regulate the excessive
charges,” said a statement issued by PNSC.“…all
participants appreciated efforts of the PNSC chairman to
raise the issue at the government level.” Participants of the
meeting gave their views and suggestions to address the
anomalies and regulate the cargo handlers.
“Detailed discussions were held on the excessive
charges and demurrages…role of federal government to
regulate the shipping lines, terminal operators and freight
forwarders,” it said. It was suggested that the terminal
operators, representatives of off-dock terminals and
director general of trade dispute resolution should be
included in the advisory board, who along with
representatives of the Pakistan International Freight
Forwarders Association would be invited to the next
meeting.The meeting participants underlined the need for
coming up with a smooth process for the auction of empty
containers. A mechanism will also be established to
compensate the consignees if delay is caused by the
customs department or terminal operators.

cent. “We are hopeful that the on-going stalemate between
the NTDC and China Electric Power Equipment and
Technology Company (CEPETC) on Transmission Services
Agreement (TSA) will soon be done away with particularly
on the issue of wheeling charges,” a senior ofﬁcial said.
In the latest scenario, the NTDC has proposed to the
Chinese company that in the ﬁrst year when the
transmission line will be completed, 1500 MW power will
be taken, 200oMW in the second year, 3,000MW in the
third year, and 3,500MW and 4,000MW in the four and
ﬁfth year respectively depending on the timelines for
commissioning of seven different projects being completed
in the southern part of country. The NTDC is very much
clear that it will pay the wheeling charges as per its
proposal that has been marketed to the Chinese company.
However, so far the said Chinese company has not
responded to the proposal. The said transmission line, as
per the document, will receive electricity from the seven
projects proposed in the southern part of Pakistan which
include 330 MW to be generated by Engro Thar coal
company under phase I at Thar, Sindh, 330 MW Engro
Thar coal company under phase II at Thar, Sindh, 1320
MW SSRL, Thar coal, 1320 Port Qasim Project, 660 MW
Hub Power Company phase-I, Balochistan, 660 MW Hub
Power Company phase-II, Balochistan, 330 MW Siddique
Sons Energy at Port Qasim. The said seven projects will
generate 4,950MWs.The ofﬁcial said that in response to
the NTDC proposal the Chinese company was in talks with
other Chinese companies completing the seven projects to
know when the said project will come on stream. In its
30th May edition, The News had run a story with headline
“$2.1b CPEC transmission line project to evacuate
4000MW electricity runs into snags”. The Chinese
company that was to build this project had demanded
Rs.33 billion from the NTDC as annual revenue for 25
years and sought the full capacity charges if less than 4,000
MW electricity was taken per day.
“We are in the process of persuading the Chinese
ofﬁcials arguing that the evacuation of electricity will
increase with the passage of time and will ultimately reach
at 4,000 MW.” However, he hoped that sanity will prevail
and both sides will soon reach an agreement acceptable to
both the parties as competition of the project was of
national importance.
Ships' registration: tax waivers to help boost
shipping business: Hasil

Deadlock on $2.1 Bn CPEC Project to Draw
4,000mws Continues

Source: Business Recorder
29th June 2016

Source: The News
18th June 2016

Minister for Ports and Shipping Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo
said Tuesday waiving of taxes on registration of ships
would boost shipping business in the country. Speaking at
a meeting of the National Assembly Standing Committee
on Ports and Shipping held with Syed Ghulam Mustafa
Shah in the chair said the shipping line was facing difﬁculty
in attracting ships because of 37 per cent to 38 per cent
taxes levied upon the registration of ships. But now, he
added, these taxes had been waived off by the government
following recommendation of the committee and efforts of
the ministry and the measure would boost the shipping
business in years to come. The committee's members

ISLAMABAD: The NTDC top bosses are still on their toes
to remove snags that have hit $2.1 billion worth of 878kilometer Matiari-Lahore transmission line project under
which 4,000MW electricity is to be carried to mid-country
from Sindh under the CPEC initiative. The 660 KV High
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) electricity transmission
line is one of the CPEC projects to carry 4,000 MW power
from south to the mid country. The project will be
commissioned with internal rate of return (IRR) of 17 per

warmly welcomed the new minister Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo
in the meeting and assured him to extend help to the
ministry in getting over different kind of obstacles and
hurdles. The minister said there were 13 proposed major
schemes of ports and shipping which included construction
of Mehran Highway. The meeting was attended by MNAs
including Haji Muhammad Akram Ansari, Chaudhry
Hamid Hameed, Rana Muhammad Hayat Khan, Mehar
Ishtiaq Ahmad, Seema Mohiuddin Jameeli, Shaheen
Shaﬁq, Secretary Ports and Shipping and other senior
ofﬁcers of the ministry.

Executive Committee of National Economic Council
(Ecnec) for formal approval.According to the ofﬁcial,
Pakistan will negotiate a loan agreement with the ExportImport Bank of China that has already made an offer in this
regard.He said the gas utilities were working on extending
the pipeline network at a cost of $1.1 billion that amounted
to $34 per inch metre, but the cost of building the Gwadar
LNG pipeline was $32 per inch metre.“The deal with China
is priced lower than the cost being incurred by local gas
companies on extending their network,” he said.The
Chinese company will also construct an LNG terminal at
Gwadar Port on build-and-operate model and it will be able
to handle 600 million cubic feet of LNG per day.The
government would negotiate with the Chinese company a
tolling fee keeping in view the fee for the other two LNG
terminals being built by Pakistan companies, he said.
Elengy Terminal Pakistan Limited, a subsidiary of Engro
Corporation, is running the ﬁrst LNG terminal at Port
Qasim with a fee of 66 cents per million British thermal
units (mmbtu).For the second LNG terminal at the port,
the contract is being awarded to Pakistan GasPort Limited
that has offered a tolling fee of 41.77 cents per mmbtu.

ECC Puts Off Decision on Award of LNG Terminal
Contract
Source: The Express tribune
16th June 2016

ISLAMABAD: The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Resources has sought approval of the Economic
Coordination Committee (ECC) for the award of second
LNG terminal contract to the successful bidder in what is
termed an immediate solution to the growing energy
shortfall that is impeding economic growth, ofﬁcials
say.The government is setting up three power plants in
Punjab based on liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) with total
generation capacity of 3,600 megawatts and they need 600
million cubic feet of gas per day (mmcfd).

Pakistan, Qatar Sign $16 Billion LNG Deal
The second LNG terminal will handle the volume of 600
mmcfd to meet needs of the power plants and help
eliminate electricity outages in the country. The petroleum
ministry placed a summary for setting up the second LNG
terminal before the ECC in its meeting on Tuesday.
However, the matter was deferred and it would be tabled
again in the next huddle for further discussion. The
ministry told ECC members that Pakistan was facing a
severe shortage of natural gas both for electricity producing
plants and for consumption by other sectors. Domestic gas
production amounting to 4 billion cubic feet per day (bcfd)
cannot meet the country’s demand, which is around 2 bcfd
more than the supply and is continuously rising. This
shortage is not only causing hardships for the people but is
also hurting economic growth of the country. Keeping this
in view, the government is pursuing import of LNG to
minimise the gas deﬁcit.
In an attempt to take immediate measures, the
petroleum ministry had earlier prepared a summary in
October 2015 for ECC’s approval. It suggested in the
summary that Government Holdings Private Limited
(GHPL) should be allowed to build the second LNG
terminal at Port Qasim with a handling capacity of 500
mmcfd under tolling arrangements and through open
competitive bidding. It was also proposed that GHPL may
establish a subsidiary for setting up the LNG terminal.
However, in Tuesday’s meeting the ECC was told that staterun Pakistan LNG Terminal Limited (PLTL) had been
incorporated under the Companies Ordinance 1984 with a
mandate to set up an LNG terminal.

China Cuts Cost Estimate By Another $200 Million
for Gwadar LNG Pipeline
Source: The Express Tribune
18th June 2016

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has clinched a gas pipeline deal at
a lower price as China Petroleum Pipeline Bureau, a
Chinese company, has revised the cost of laying the
pipeline downwards to $1.3 billion after negotiations with
the government in Islamabad.
Comeback: With LNG Import, CNG Sector Hopes
for Revival
According to an ofﬁcial, Pakistan and the Chinese
company had initialed an agreement for building a
liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) pipeline from Gwadar, but the
company has now lowered the contract price to $1.3 billion
compared to $1.5 billion quoted in the ﬁnancial bid given
to Inter-state Gas Systems.Earlier, China had expressed
concerns over the slow progress being made in awarding
the contract for the LNG pipeline.“The revised cost is even
less than the cost at which gas utilities – Sui Northern Gas
Pipelines and Sui Southern Gas Company – are
augmenting their existing pipeline network to enhance the
transmission capacity to 1.2 billion cubic feet per day,” the
ofﬁcial said.China Petroleum Pipeline Bureau, which was
designated by the Chinese government, brought down the
cost estimate for laying the pipeline as well as installation
of compressors after holding talks with a negotiation
committee constituted by the government of Pakistan.A
revised PC-1 of the project has been approved by the
Central Development Working Party of the Planning
Commission. Now, the project has been sent to the

Projects Under CPEC: Chinese Authorities, FBR to
Discuss Tax Matters
Source: Business Recorder
21st June 2016

The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) and the Chinese
authorities would soon convene a meeting to resolve the
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tax-related issues of projects under the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC). Sources told Business
Recorder here on Monday that a decision has been taken in
the last meeting of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) Projects Progress Review held at the Planning
Division.In this regard, necessary instructions have been
issued to the FBR. After detailed discussions, it has been
noted that the security arrangements for Chinese nationals
working on various projects were viewed with concern
especially in the backdrop of a recent attack on a Chinese
national working on a project in Karachi. The
representative of Ministry of Interior was asked to make a
request to the Interior Minister through Secretary Interior
to personally look into the matter and resolve the Special
Security Division (SSD) Terms of Reference (ToRs) issue at
the earliest. The action is to be taken by M/o Interior/
MoD/ SSD (Special Security Division). The Chairman of
the committee further emphasised that immediate
deployment of SSD on the CPEC projects is the utmost
priority. He was of the view that the security of Chinese
working in Sindh and other areas, especially on power
plants must be ensured. He desired that quarterly meetings
to review and update the Standard Operating Procedure
(SOPs) for security of Chinese must be held regularly. The
action is to be taken by M/o Interior/MoD/SSD.

construction of Gwadar Free Zone is underway at cost of $2
billion, where Chinese, Middle East, European and
Pakistani investors have planned to establish 300 factories
to manufacture different products.
He said, "Chinese ﬁrm is spending $2 billion for
construction of roads, provision of electricity, gas and
water in Gwadar Free Zone, spread over 10 square
kilometres of land and work will be completed within
stipulated time."
He said, "The work to construct new road network,
railway track and communication infrastructure from
Chinese province Xinjiang to Gwadar is also underway.
Similarly, the work on different portions of CPEC in shape
of roads and railway tracks is in full swing in different parts
of the country including Skardu-Hawalian, Multan-Sukkur,
Gwadar-Hoshab, Gwadar-Rato Dero, Mughal Kot-Zhob
and others."
ADB to Invest In CPEC, Gwadar City Projects
Source: The Express Tribune
21st June 2016

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has
expressed keen interest in investing in the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) and in the Gwadar city to
complement efforts made by both the countries, but it has
not yet received a formal request from the federal
government.
“The CPEC, Special Economic Zones and other
initiatives have huge ﬁnancial needs and the ADB can
complement Pakistan and China’s efforts,” said ADB Vice
President Wencai Zhang while speaking to media at the
conclusion of his ﬁve-day visit to Pakistan on Monday. The
ADB has provided Pakistan loans amounting to over $27
billion over a period of 50 years and the purpose of the VP’s
visit was to ﬁnd new areas of cooperation and to get ﬁrsthand information about economic cooperation. “I visited
Gwadar for the ﬁrst time and was so impressed by the
quality and potential of the Gwadar port, located at such an
important place,” said Zhang while sharing his feelings.
“The port needs a lot of investment in coming years.
Authorities have named a few projects for transport, city
development, water supply and road and rail to link
Gwadar with other cities for which they seek the ADB
support,” he added.
He said the authorities would ﬁrst have to talk to the
central government for the ADB support and that the bank
had so far received no formal request from the government.
However, he added the bank – one of the two largest
lenders to the country – would “certainly complement what
China and Pakistan are doing along the economic
corridor”. “The ADB will not duplicate what the two
countries have already agreed to,” he maintained. Present
on the occasion, ADB Country Director Werner Liepach
said the bank was actively looking at how to leverage the

CPEC Energy Portfolio
Source: Pakistan Today
23rd June 2016

Considered by many to be the solution for the energy
woes of the country, CPEC has earmarked $34 billion out
of the $44.4 billion investment portfolio. The portfolio
composition reveals that 73 per cent or 7560 MW will be
generated from coal, 15 per cent from hydel, 10 per cent
from solar and two per cent from wind.
The total expected addition is 10,400 MW but due to
technical factors such as capacity utilization the actual
addition will be much lower. Major projects under CPEC
include 1200 MW Port Qasim Electric Company coal-ﬁred
plant based in Sindh, 1320 MW Sahiwal coal-ﬁred power
plant in Punjab, 1320 MW SSRL Mine Mouth power plant
in Thar, Sindh. The 1000 MW Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park in
Bahawalpur, 1100 MW Kohala hydro project and 870 MW
Suki Kinari hydro power station are also a part of the CPEC
energy investment portfolio. In addition to power plants,
the energy portfolio also includes coal excavation with SSRl
Thar Coal Block and Surface mine in Block II of Thar coal
ﬁeld. The transmission infrastructure will also be improved
under the CPEC.
Gwadar Port
Opportunities

to

Create

Over

40,000

job

Source: Daily Times
20th June 2016

potential the CPEC offered. “If you only built the road; it’s
only for transit, but the CPEC opportunity has to be
realised,” he said. “We are in talks with the government to
ﬁnd ways to develop the economic corridor.”
The ADB vice president said he had also discussed a
plan to invest in the Pakistan Railways on a medium to
long-term basis.

QUETTA: Work on construction of a 10-square kilometres
industrial free zone in Gwadar is underway and the port
city alone will be able to create over 40,000 jobs having
more capacity of job opportunities in future. Gwadar Port
Authority (GPA) Chairman Dostain Khan Jamaldini said
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CPEC's Western Route to be Ready by 2018

water crisis in Gwadar. Locals don’t have water to drink. If
ordinary residents who have lived there for decades do not
have clean drinking water — a scarce commodity in that
part of the country because of the failure of successive
regimes to address this problem — then any mega
construction project is going to face a huge water-shortage
problem. It is unthinkable that CPEC would just ignore an
issue that links the future development and success of this
entire endeavor to the fate of a once sleepy ﬁshing harbor.
It needs to incorporate the critical issue of water supply
into the detailed plan for Gwadar.
It seems the only viable option for dealing with the
water crisis for the moment is to harness the water from
the Arabian Sea through desalination plants which,
although expensive, will be indispensable in supporting any
credible development enterprise. The one desalination
plant that exists in Gwardar, Kurwat, was intended to
provide 2 million gallons of drinking water per day but it
was only providing 0.3 million gallons per day during the
2015-2016 drought because of the high cost of operating
the plant. Instead, people had to try to bring water tanks in
at a cost of 15,000-18,000 rupees ($150-180) per tank —
something most of the locals could ill afford.“I have no
water to drink,” Mir Iqbal Saka, a well-known landlord in
Gwadar, told me. “Though I am ready to pay $160 for a
water tanker, because of the scarcity of water I am unable
to get it”. Building dams on a fast track could cater to
future increased water demand. At the moment, the Ankara
Dam is the only source of supply, but this dam has already
reached its end and may run dry in a few years. The dam
capacity at the time construction was completed in
September 1995 was 17,000 acres — 11,000 acres of live
storage and 6,000 acres of dead storage (storage at the
bottom, below the minimum level that can be drained by
gravity through a dam’s outlet, and which therefore must
be pumped out). The depth of the dam’s reservoir was 50
feet, but after 21 years it has been reduced to only 20 feet
because of silt accumulation. One logical solution for this
dam would be de-silting by dredging the existing reservoir.
Ignoring the water crisis that Gwadar is facing, Ahsan
Iqbal, Pakistan’s planning minister, announced that two
new dams — the Diamer-Bhasha Dam (in Gilgit Baltistan)
and the Dasu Dam (in Khyber Pathunkwa) — would be
built under the CPEC project. Brieﬁng a meeting of the
special committee on CPEC, the minister said that the
dams would be built at a total cost of $26 billion.

Source: The Express Tribune
16th June 2016

ISLAMABAD:
Federal
Minister
for
Planning,
Development and Reform Ahsan Iqbal, rebutting the
notion that the government has neglected the western
route of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
has assured the upper house of parliament that the
government was committed to completing the western
route by 2018.Speaking in the Senate on Wednesday, he
said the second interim report of the Senate Special
Committee on China-Pakistan Economic Corridor was
devoid of facts, so were the statements about the
government failing to live up to its commitment with
regard to the western route.
The special committee report, presented before the
Senate on Monday by Senator Taj Haider, points out that
the CPEC’s western route has not been accorded the
priority that PM Nawaz had promised in his public
announcement on January 15.“While work on the eastern
route and the Peshawar to Karachi Main Line 1 of the
railways is progressing on a fast pace and construction of a
six-lane motorway on the eastern route is expected to be
completed [on time], work on the agreed route from D I
Khan to Gwadar and construction of deep sea berths at the
Gwadar Port remain mere eyewash,” the report said. The
minister also challenged the remarks of Senator Usman
Khan Kakar that the government had allocated a meager
amount of Rs.1 billion for the western route. Quoting
ﬁgures from the PSDP, the minister said an amount of
Rs.17 billion was allocated for the Havelian-Thakot section
while Rs19 billion have been allocated for the MultanSukkur section.“If the defence minister was not in
Pakistan, someone else from the government’s side should
have brief the House about the situation,” the chairman
said. Meanwhile, the Senate chairman disallowed the
government from laying the National Command Authority
(Amendment) Ordinance 2016 in the Upper House upon its
failure to do the same within the stipulated time period.
The Overlooked Threat to CPEC in Gwadar
Source: The Diplomat
23rd June 2016

China’s One Belt, One ROAD initiative Set to
Transform Economy by Connecting with Trading
Partners Along Ancient Silk Road

Water shortages and the resulting local desperation
could scuttle the ambitious geopolitical plan. The ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) has attracted
attention all over the world. Politicians and analysts say
CPEC will reshape the geopolitics of the region and bring
unprecedented economic development to Pakistan. For
China, CPEC is a vital part of its much larger One Belt, One
Road (OBOR) initiative, a game-changing project which
aims to connect three continents (Asia, Europe, and
Africa). It is envisioned that the corridor will bring muchneeded jobs to Balochistan in Pakistan and Xinjiang in
China, the provinces at either end of the corridor, which
have both been rattled by a wave of insurgencies. In short,
it is said to be a win-win proposition. But there are some
problems which have been overlooked and, if not
addressed, could jeopardize the whole project – such as the

Source: South China Morning Post
21st June 2016

In more than 30 years, China has become an economic
superpower, with its inﬂuence spanning the globe.The
country is now at a crossroads as it ﬁnds its economy under
some strain.The central government wants to double 2010
income levels by 2020, as the nation is making a major
push to transform its economy from a largely export-driven
one to services and domestic consumption, from labour
and energy-intensive manufacturing towards innovative,
hi-tech and higher value-added production, and from
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quantity to quality and ecological sustainability.Three years
ago, President Xi Jinping announced the one belt, one road
initiative, a key policy to connect trading partners along the
ancient Silk Road.
The central government wants to connect the nation
with 65 countries in Asia, Africa and Europe through land
and sea routes. The strategy has laid out ﬁve areas –
infrastructure, trade, policy, ﬁnance and people – of
cooperation with one belt, one road, or Maritime Silk Road,
countries and regions.The Maritime Silk Road connects
China’s east coast to ports, including Colombo in Sri Lanka,
Gwadar in Pakistan, across the Indian Ocean, through the
Red Sea to Greece’s Piraeus, ending in Venice. The
overland economic belt connects Venice to Duisburg in
Germany, across to Moscow, through Central Asia and
western China to end in Xian, the ancient capital where the
historic Silk Road began.A recent business report
suggested that the initiative will create six transnational
China-centric economic corridors: a new Eurasian land
bridge of freight trains connecting the port of Lianyungang
in Jiangsu province to Rotterdam; a Mongolia-Russia
corridor; a Central Asia-West Asia corridor; an Indochina
peninsula corridor; a Pakistan corridor; and a BangladeshChina-India-Myanmar corridor.The initiative is expected to
have a major impact in China’s domestic front and
internationally. One of the key domestic objectives is to
accelerate the development of China’s west and central
provinces. The plan divides the nation into ﬁve regions
with infrastructure plans to connect with neighbouring
countries and increase connectivity.The strategy is huge in
scale, with an equally massive price tag and three ﬁnancial
institutions are at the forefront of investing in the
infrastructure projects.The initiative is supported by
China’s Silk Road infrastructure fund of US$40 billion, the
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), with
registered capital of US$100 billion; and the New
Development Bank of Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa (BRICS countries) with an initial capital of
US$50 billion, which is set to increase to US$100
billion.Established in 2014, the China-led Silk Road Infrastructure Fund is mostly backed by China’s massive foreign
exchange reserves, which stands at US$3.20 trillion.The
release of the “Vision and Actions of the Silk Road
Economic Belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road” by
China’s National Development and Reform Commission in
March last year reinforces the initiative as a programme of
cooperation and inclusiveness that abides with “market
rules and international norms”.

to the shore to nest. We still know very little about their
migration patterns", said Moazzam Khan, Technical
Adviser Marine Fisheries, WWF-Pakistan. According to
Khan, knowledge of marine turtle migration pathways is
also important to reduce interaction with ﬁsheries, when
turtles often become victims of by-catch. He said satellite
tracking involves attaching a special piece of equipment to
a marine turtle's shell adding that the transmitter sends a
message to a satellite each time the turtle comes to the
surface to breathe. He said, "We then know the location of
the turtle and plot it onto a map."
Khan said satellite tracking is one way of ﬁlling the
knowledge gap, allowing researchers to track marine
turtles as they swim from place to place adding that the
information collected from the tags helps us to design
better management strategies for their conservation, such
as creating marine protected areas for important feeding
areas or addressing threats to nesting beaches. While
talking to Daily Times Khan said, "Hopefully it would start
sometime after July. We are in negotiations with tracking
companies. Till now nothing has been ﬁnalized." He said
green turtles is most common species found along the coast
of Pakistan and their females species visit sandy beaches
along Pakistani coast including Sandspit, Hawks bay, Cape
Monz, Sonmiani, Ormara, Astola Island, Daran and
Jiwani.The olive ridley turtles used to frequently visit
Pakistani beaches but no nesting of olive ridley was
reported from Pakistan during last 13 years. It is estimated
that the population of olive ridley turtle is almost six times
higher than that of green turtles. He informed, "Initially we
would start from ﬁve species of olive ridley turtle. The
process would be done with live turtles based on their
existence."
CS Stresses Enhancement in Fish Products
Source: Pakistan Observer
24th June 2016

KARACHI: Chief Secretary Sindh Dr Muhammad
Siddiqui Memon has emphasized upon boosting the ﬁsh
products in Sindh through all watering routs linked to ﬁsh,
including Keenjhar Lake at Jhimpir in Thatta and
Manchhar Lake in Jamshoro. He noted this while presiding
a review meeting held in Sindh Secretariat on Thursday.
The meeting reviewed the progress, thereof, and resolved
that the Secretary Fisheries will furnish a comprehensive
report on the development projects (accomplished & incomplete – both), including Master Plan to Chief Secretary
Sindh by the end of this month. It was also decided that in
hatcheries the sheds, water tanks and necessary equipment
should be arranged with a view to curtail the unnecessary
expenditure. The meeting also considered steps for marine
ﬁsheries development, in all respects.

Monitoring of Turtles via Satellite on the Cards
Source: Daily Times
18th June 2016

KARACHI: The ﬁrst-ever migration and nesting of olive
ridley turtle (Lepidochelys olivacea) will now be monitored
through satellite tracking as currently they are no more
visiting Pakistan coast, Daily Times has learnt.The World
Wildlife Fund (WWF) Pakistan has planned to install
satellite tracking for the species and is likely to start in next
ﬁscal year. The WWF conducted similar satellite tracking
in 2010 for green turtles in Jeewani, Balochistan."Marine
turtles spend most of their time in the ocean, only coming

Corridor of Secrecy
Source: The News
30th June 2016

Separating politics from economics is a terrible idea.
With wise policies, the political elite create an environment
that generates economic activities. Furthermore, better
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economic conditions, equality and inclusivity in the
national process create social and political stability.So it is
a sign of political maturity when people raise their
concerns over inequality and policies that are selective, not
collective. However, debate and contradictory ideas on
policies and projects that have a direct impact on our lives
are not encouraged any more in Pakistan’s ‘controlled
democracy’.
The recent statements from the military and civilian
elite in Islamabad and the security forces that control
Balochistan leave no room for a logical and positive
dialogue on the CPEC and its implementation and longterm effects. And, in particular, representatives of an
oppressed province are branded as traitors or as antidevelopment – which ultimately qualiﬁes such voices to be
one of the ‘enforced disappeared’ or targeted and killed.
These people are treated as enemies who want to
destabilise Pakistan and disturb its economic development.
But there is a difference between an enemy and a
stakeholder. Such statements and judgements are a
dangerous trend which suffocates and stagnates discussion
on issues of national importance.
The Sindhis, Baloch and Pakhtuns are stakeholders in
the CPEC. Their concerns about transparency, inclusivity,
beneﬁts, management and even the security aspect of the
project must not be treated and translated as attempts to
sabotage it.Media houses have been instructed to report
‘all-is-well’ stories about the CPEC and ignore the very
pertinent protests, demands and ideas around this issue.
Such policy of ‘blackout’ will neither help Pakistan nor our
Chinese brothers to adjust their risk log and mitigation
strategies according to local needs.Pakistan’s military
leadership should use its soft power to encourage
oppressed, marginalised and exploited masses and groups
to come forward openly and raise their concerns through a
peaceful and democratic way.There have even been
countless corruption scandals that have surfaced on
contracts related to the CPEC projects but all these
scandals have been shelved in the name of ‘national
interest’.To avoid mistakes and misadventures, it is the
duty and constitutional responsibility of state institutions
to encourage dialogue on a variety of issues. No doubt,
Pakistan’s defence forces have a responsibility too to
protect such national projects. But the continuous and ﬁrm
security support to the CPEC – which has plenty of
economic and political ﬂaws including the volcanic capacity
to trigger more political and social fault lines – is beyond
comprehension.The CPEC is not a ‘free lunch’. The project
is structured on the bases of project ﬁnancing not as an
FDI, soft loan or a grant. Project ﬁnancing has demanding
requirements and in the CPEC’s case there is no clarity and
transparency on these agreements and arrangements.If
CPEC-related agreements are between state institutions
and public representatives then what is the harm in
disclosing all these details and soliciting expert and
stakeholder feedback through an inclusive and
participatory process?Financial experts and legal advisers,
including transparently elected representatives from all
four federating units, have to spend a considerable time
and effort on deliberating, structuring, and detailed
appraisal of, the CPEC. It must be ensured that the
federating units and all the parties’ obligations are
negotiated and are contractually binding.

NHA Working on Timely Completion of CPEC’s
Western Route
Source: The News
28th June 2016

ISLAMABAD: The Senate Standing Committee on
Communications was informed that the National Highway
Authority was sincerely working for early completion of
highways on the western route of China Pakistan Economic
Corridor.NHA Chairman Shahid Ashraf Tarar told the
committee on Monday said that allocations had been made
for all the schemes of western route, as he cited the
example of Hakla-DI Khan section for which Rs 22 billion
were allocated in the next ﬁscal year’s PSDP. The
committee issued directives to the Ministry of Planning and
Development to present written copy of the western route
in next meeting besides providing complete record of
Surab-DI Khan section. Tarar said there was a general
impression that the CPEC roads would be developed with
Chinese aid only, which was not correct. “These projects
are also being built with Government of Pakistan funds,
multilateral funds and also on ‘Build, Operate and Transfer’
basis, he added. He said the Western route started from
Burhan at Peshawar-Islamabad Motorway and terminated
at Gwadar port. Nespak and Asian Development Bank were
conducting feasibility studies for up-gradation of DI KhanZhob section.
The CPEC
Source: Pakistan Observer
25th June 2016

Historically, the very concept of a corridor has been a
cause of development in different parts of the world. In the
post-1945 period, European Economic Community was
formed (1957). Later, European Union (EU) was created in
November 1993.The idea to establish Exclusive Economic
Zones (EEZ) comprising Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and
Myanmar under the Greater Mekong Sub-region Economic
Cooperation Programme is also akin to the concept of
establishing economic corridor for promoting trade and
people to people interaction. The China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) connecting Xingjian with Gwadar will
generate economic activity, and beneﬁt over three billion
people in China, South Asia and Middle East. As stated by
President Xi Jinping: “The China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor is located where the Silk Road Economic Belt and
the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road meet. “The four main
pillars of CPEC are Gwadar port, communication
infrastructure, energy infrastructure and industrial zones.
The Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in the Pakistani port of
Gwadar and Kashgar and the rail and road connectivity
between proposed SEZs would develop great economic,
political and strategic implications for the region. With the
development of Gwadar Port, located at the Arabian sea (72
kilometres from Iran; about 320 kilometres from Cape alHadd in Oman and about 400 kilometres from the Strait of
Hormuz and linked with Persian Gulf), all trade to and
from Central Asian Republics (CARs) is going to adopt the
shortest available route via Gwadar and the trade beneﬁts
to Pakistan are expected to multiply.
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Ports & Shipping
Future Looks Bleak for Giant Container Ships

fees.

Source: Journal Sentinel
16th June 2016

Dry bulk Vessels’ Values Increase by 15% During
the Second Quarter of 2016

In December, the quarter-mile-long Benjamin Franklin
became the largest cargo ship ever to dock at a U.S. port.
Five more mega-vessels were supposed to follow, creating a
trans-Paciﬁc shipping juggernaut by the end of May. But
thanks to a massive miscalculation on the part of the ﬂeet's
owner — there's not enough demand for all that shipping —
the Benjamin Franklin made its last U.S. port visit a few
weeks ago. It was an ignominious end to an overly
ambitious plan. But it shouldn't have been a surprise. The
shipping industry is struggling through its worst recession
in half a century, and that icon of globalization — the megacontainer ship — is a major part of the problem. With
global growth and trade still sluggish, and the beneﬁts of
sailing and docking big boats diminishing with each new
generation, ship owners are belatedly realizing that bigger
isn't better.That's a major change. Between 1955 and 1975,
the average volume of a container ship doubled — and then
doubled again over each of the next two decades.
The logic behind building such giants was once
unimpeachable: Globalization seemed like an unstoppable
force, and those who could exploit economies of scale could
reap outsized proﬁts. But by 2008, that logic had begun to
falter. Even as global trade volumes collapsed after the
ﬁnancial crisis, with disastrous effects on the cargo
business, ship owners were still commissioning more and
bigger boats. That had ruinous consequences: This year,
18% of the world's container ships are anchored and idle
(adding up to more capacity than was idled in 2009). In
just the last quarter, global shipping capacity increased by
7% while demand grew by only 1%. As a result, the price of
shipping a container fell by nearly half. The news is only
getting worse for big ships. A study last year by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) found that economies of scale from today's megaboats are four to six times smaller than those in previous
periods of upsizing. Around 60% of cost savings now comes
from engine technologies. In other words: Building smaller
boats with better engines would offer more savings than
going bigger. Then there's risk. Today's largest container
vessels can cost $200 million and carry many thousands of
containers — potentially creating $1 billion in
concentrated, ﬂoating risk that can only dock at a handful
of the world's biggest ports. Such boats make prime targets
for cyber attacks and terrorism, suffer from a death of
qualiﬁed personnel to operate them and are subject to huge
insurance premiums. Yet the biggest costs associated with
these ﬂoating behemoths are on land — at the ports that
are scrambling to accommodate them. New cranes, taller
bridges, environmentally perilous dredging, and even
wholesale reconﬁguration of container yards are just some
of the costly disruptions that might be needed to receive a
Benjamin Franklin and service it efﬁciently. Even when
taxpayers foot the bill for such upgrades, the costs can be
passed on to vessel operators in the form of higher port

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
16th June 2016

Dry bulk ships have seen their values increase over the
past few months, as demand in the S&P market helped
prices recover from their recent lows. This was among the
conclusions from the recent Posidonia, where many
discussions were focused on expectations in regards to the
dry bulk market recovery and of course the stabilization of
tanker earnings.
In its latest weekly report, shipbroker Intermodal noted
that “during the second half of Q2 dry bulk prices corrected
upwards roughly 15% when compared to the lows – record
in many cases – witnessed at end of Q1. The small increase
in earnings as well as buying interest from those that
rushed to acquire extremely attractive priced tonnage
before prices improved, supported this correction, which
was considered by many excessive relative to the
improvement in the freight market, while the rise in asset
prices was also fueled by the small number of vessels
available for sale.
Shipping
Financing
Gap
has
Widened
Signiﬁcantly, as Small and Medium Sized Owners
Scramble for Liquidity
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
17th June 2016

With most of the traditional banks and more
importantly the German ﬁnance sector, mostly out of the
shipping market, ﬁnancing has become scarce, especially
among the small and medium-sized ship owners, who are
deemed the most vulnerable. In its latest weekly report,
shipbroker Allied Shipbroking noted that “the markets
have been riding on uneasy ground for some time now. The
lack of clear direction and now major economy leading the
way in terms of growth has left many sceptical in reference
to what comes next. At the same time there are numerous
risks that have swollen up over the past couple of months,
risks such as the Brexit campaign for Britain to leave
Europe and cause a long disruptive period in trade and
ﬁnancial markets. All this has been the prime reason why
we have seen Ms Yellen (Chair of the Federal Reserve) take
an abrupt change of direction and coming out and saying
that she no longer favours a raise in interest rates this
summer, while the price of gold (the usual safe haven for
many investors for when risk is on the rise) has steadily
risen over the past couple of days”.
However, as Allied’s Head of Market Research & Asset
Valuations, George Lazaridis pointed out, “yet with all this
in the air and having been discussed countless times
amongst investor circles the biggest hurdle that remains for
shipping at the moment is the prevailing state of the ship
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ﬁnancing market. The ﬁnancing sector plays a very
important role in the shipping industry, both in allowing
for its growth as well as taking the role as intermediary and
“guarantor” between unfamiliar parties in a myriad of
shipping related transactions. Issues as such related to the
ﬁnancial sector haven’t merely been limited to just the
ﬁnancing of new asset purchases, but have also played their
part in supporting trade as well as giving a means to end
buyers in the ship recycling industry in order for them to
feed their business operations smoothly”.
Lazaridis points out that “one of the main issues that
have been played out over the past 5 years has mainly been
the labelling of shipping as a relatively high risk investment
category, which puts it in a disadvantageous position under
new banking regulations. At the same time this has been
happening under an environment where banks are still
trying to shake off bad strategies of the past both within
shipping and elsewhere in their portfolios and looking to
get their house back into order. As a third hit, this has all
been undertaken during a trough period in the shipping
market cycle, while the fact that banks tend to be heavily
procyclical in their involvement in shipping, means the gap
between needed ﬁnance and available has widened
considerable”.

Jacksonville, FL, and San Juan, PR. The only other U.S.
shipyard with bulker, tanker, and gas carrier vessels
currently on its order book is Philly Shipyard, Philadelphia,
PA (formerly known as Aker Philadelphia Shipyard Inc.)
Philly Shipyard has built product tankers, crude carriers,
and containerships. The Philly Shipyard built ﬂeet is
currently valued at just over $1 billion. Its order book
consists of eight 50,000 dwt MR tankers and this design
has been classed by ABS as LNG Ready, which provides the
owner with the ﬂexibility to choose to convert the ship to
dual fuel operation in the future. In early May, Crowley
Maritime Corporation christened the LOUISIANA, third of
four LNG Ready product tankers at the Julia Street Cruise
Terminal in New Orleans, LA. Like its sisters, the 600 ft
LOUSIANA is based on a proven design from Korea’s
Hyundai Mipo Dockyards (HMD) design. It can carry crude
oil or reﬁned petroleum products, as well as other chemical
products. Construction management services were
provided by Crowley’s marine solutions group, which
provides oversight and management in shipyards across
the country for Crowley and other third-party companies.
Philly Shipyard also built the tankers TEXAS and OHIO for
Crowley, and the fourth ship in the program is under
construction with delivery planned for third quarter 2016.
“The christening underscores our continued commitment
to building and operating innovative vessels that deliver
the best possible service and efﬁciency for our customers
who depend on us for safe and reliable transportation of
petroleum products,” says Rob Grune, Senior Vice
President and General Manager, Petroleum Services. “And,
as is the case with its sister ships, we designed and built the
Louisiana to have the capability to be converted to LNG
propulsion in the future, increasing the likelihood of a long
service life as new emissions regulations are developed in
the years ahead.”

Orders for New Ships Slow, But U.S. Owners Active
in Sales and Purchase
Source: Marinelog
20th June 2016

Exclusive of passenger and offshore vessels, as of midMarch, there were 160 ships (bulkers, tankers and gas
carrier vessels) on order at shipyards or on the water for
U.S. owners, according to leading valuation provider
VesselsValue. By Craig Jallal, Senior Data Editor,
VesselsValue (Extended coverage from Marine Log's June
2016 issue) The total capacity of these vessels is just over 7
million deadweight tons (dwt), with a total current value of
$4.5 billion (See Table 1: Value of U.S.-Built Shipping).
Globally, the United States (as a shipbuilding nation) is
ranked in 11th place (in terms of dwt) and a respectable
sixth place behind South Korea, Japan, China, the
Philippines, Germany, and Turkey in terms of the current
value of the U.S. built ﬂeet. Based on the volume of ships
on the water, the most proliﬁc U.S. shipbuilder has been
NASSCO, San Diego, CA, a unit of General Dynamics.
NASSCO also operates shipyards on the U.S. East Coast in
Mayport, FL, and Norfolk, VA. As of mid-March,
VesselsValue estimated the ships being built at NASSCO
had values of around $900 million (this value excludes
delivered ships). NASSCO recently launched the 53,700
dwt MR tanker Independence, which VesselsValue
currently values at $133.45 million (this excludes a
premium for the Jones Act). The Independence will be
joined by two MR2 tankers on order at NASSCO for
Seabulk Tankers. As of mid-March, NASSCO had four MR2
tankers on its order book for American Petroleum Tankers.
Charts Shipbuilding The San Diego shipyard delivered two
LNG-fuelled 3,100-TEU containerships, including the lead
of the Marlin class, the Isla Bella, in November 2015 to
Tote Maritime. The ISLA BELLA, along with its sister,
PERLA DELA CARIBE, are now operating between

18% of the World's Cargo Ships are Sitting Idle
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th June 2016

In the aftermath of the 2008 crash, international
shipping sank to record lows — but container ship
companies kept on building, turning out some of the
biggest ships the seas have ever seen.
Slack demand and increased supply means that the price of
a shipping a full container has declined by 50% in the last
quarter. What’s more, though the shippers are focused on
bigger vessels, the biggest efﬁciency savings are in small
engines, making these new behemoths even less
competitive. Not to mention that the losses from a
foundered or plundered mega-ship are up to $1B, making
them prohibitive to insure and protect.
Even more expensive are the port costs for the new
generation of mega-ships, from dredging to cranes and
warehouses. This limits the ports where the ships can put
in, and increases the port-fees associated with them.
There’s a reckoning coming. Under such circumstances,
you’d think that ship owners would start to steer clear of
big boats. But, fearful of falling behind the competition and
hoping to put smaller operators out of business, they’re
actually doing the opposite. Global capacity will increase by
4.5 percent this year, and by another 5.6 percent in 2017 —
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almost entirely due to new mega-vessels like the Benjamin
Franklin.
Mergers and consolidation, which some shippers are
pursuing, might offer a chance to keep those big ships
steaming. But sooner or later, even the biggest operators
will have to accept that the era of super-sized shipping has
begun to list.

carriers ordered. If there is one area where U.S. shipping
has been active, it’s been in the sale and purchase market.
The dire dry bulk market is one of the driving forces behind
Scorpio Bulker selling 25 vessels in the last 12 months
(March 2015 to March 2016) for a combined value (at the
time of sale) of $878 million (where the sale price is
undisclosed, the VV Value the day of the sale is used).
Altogether 88 vessels have been sold by U.S. owners for a
combined value (where the sale price is undisclosed, the VV
Value the day of the sale is used) of $3.4 billion (see Table
3: Sales by U.S. Owners).Of course, under the Jones Act,
U.S. companies cannot purchase foreign-built vessels to
operate in Jones Act trade routes. This reduces the pool of
potential purchases, which in the last 12 months (March
2015-March 2016) have been limited to eight vessels,
including four MR tankers from Philly Shipyard purchased
by Kinder Morgan for a reported $568 million

Daewoo Shipbuilding Remains Global No. 1 in
Order Backlog
Source: Yonhap News Agency
17th June 2016

SEOUL: Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, a
ﬁnancially troubled South Korean shipbuilder, still ranked
No. 1 in the world in terms of order backlog in May for 19
consecutive months, industry data showed on Friday.The
data released by global research ﬁrm Clarkson Research
Services showed that Daewoo Shipbuilding has a total of
7.478 million compensated gross tons (CGTs) worth of
order backlog to build 111 ships.
Daewoo Shipbuilding said its order backlog was worth
US$39.4 billion as of the end of May.The news came as the
union of Daewoo Shipbuilding voted for a strike earlier this
week in protest of the company's restructuring
schemes.Last week, the shipbuilder mapped out a 5.3
trillion won ($4.5 billion) self-rescue plan, approved by its
creditors, which includes asset sales and the spinoff of key
business units.

Big Fish in a Small Pond: World's Mega-Ships are
Just Too Massive.
Source: Sputnik News
20th June 2016

An industry afforded little mainstream media attention
is going through its worst recession in 50 years. Ships, big
ships, mega-ships are struggling for survival.
A recent study by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) revealed that that
mega-boats are no longer that mega. Vessels are being built
four to six times smaller than they used to be, suggesting
smaller boats with better engines are better value
for money than a gigantic behemoth of a vessel. Adam
Minter, US author of, "Junkyard Planet: Travels in the
Billion Dollar Trash Trade," recently wrote an article
for Bloomberg View, highlighting the threats to the megaship industry with boats that "can only dock at a handful
of the world's biggest ports," making them targets for cyber
and terrorism attacks.
Minter also points out that mega-ships have caused
trafﬁc jams on the water — and onshore, creating a
shipping container backlog at ports — because not many
docking spots around the world are big enough to handle
them. The OECD estimates that global trade will continue
to grow — but at a slower pace."A big reason why is that
emerging economies, such as China, are hoping to rely
more on domestic consumption and less on export-led
growth," Minter writes.
The cost of a container can be as much as US$200
million and big remains beautiful in the mega-shipping
industry. Owners are increasing global capacity by 4.5
percent this year — and by another 5.6 percent in 2017
in the hope of putting smaller shipping companies out of
business, suggesting that despite the struggle for survival,
mega-ships will still be on the world's seas.

Jones Act Fleet Considerably Older than World
Fleet
It’s no secret that the U.S. Jones Act ﬂeet is
considerably older than the average age of the global, nonU.S.-built ﬂeet. The current U.S.-built ﬂeet has an average
age of 33 years old versus 13 years old for the global ﬂeet.
The most recent ships produced by U.S. shipyards have
been tankers and the average age of U.S.-built tankers is
only ﬁve years older than the global ﬂeet. However, there
has been virtually no U.S. investment in bulkers (many of
them are part of the Great Lakes ﬂeet). The U.S.-built
bulker ﬂeet has an average age of 46 years old versus nine
years old for the global ﬂeet. Even a relatively modern ship
type, such as containerships, the average age of the U.S.built ﬂeet is 32 years old, considerably older than the
average of 11 years old for non-U.S.-built vessels. According
to Vessels Value, the Top Ten U.S. shipowners ranked by
value control around half the capacity (48%) of the U.S.
ﬂeet The Top Ten Ship-owners are tanker companies or the
tanker arms of oil majors. The current most valuable U.S.operated ﬂeet is that American Shipping Co., a Norwegian
public company controlling a ﬂeet of 10 MR2 tankers built
by Philly Shipyard and leased out to OSG, which charters
them out to Jones Act qualifying companies. Vessels Value
estimates this ﬂeet is worth $830 million. The second most
valuable U.S. ﬂeet belongs to new entrant American
Petroleum Tankers, which is a subsidiary of Kinder Morgan
Terminals, with its ﬂeet operated by Crowley Maritime
Corporation, Jacksonville, FL. This ﬂeet will be
supplemented by MR tankers currently on the order book
of NASSCO. However, in the last 12 months, the U.S. order
book has been very quiet, with no bulker, tankers or gas

Neptune Lines Adds Service in Middle East
Source: World Maritime News
20th June 2016

Greek shipping company Neptune Lines has decided to
launch a short sea vehicle transportation service in the
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Middle East region, which would link six Arabian Gulf
states, according to Automotive Supply Chain.
The service is expected to connect United Arab
Emirates, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
and Bahrain through a regular, two-loop service in the
initial phase of the project.
The ﬁrst loop would consist of the following calls: Jebel
Ali (Dubai) – Bandar Abbas (Iran) or Sohar (Oman)
(alternating) – Umm Qasr (Iraq) –Kuwait, and Khalifa Port
(Abu Dhabi), while the second loop would depart Khalifa
(Abu Dhabi), and call at Doha (Qatar) – Bahrein –
Dammam (Saudi Arabia) on to Jebel Ali (Dubai).The move
comes as a response to a rising market demand for vehicles
transportation in the Middle East region, president and
CEO of Neptune Lines, Melina Travlos, was cited as saying.
Neptune Lines provides short sea transportation solutions
to almost 20 countries and more than 30 ports in the
Mediterranean and Black Seas, according to data provided
by the company.

percent from the $714 million it made a year earlier.
Brexit Could Spell Further Trouble for Shipping,
as Trade Growth is Bound for a Retreat
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
23rd June 2016

Today could mark a historic day for the future of EU
and Britain, whether or not the country elects or not to stay
a part of the European Union. However, it could also bring
signiﬁcant consequences for the shipping industry, mostly
negative. In its latest weekly report, shipbroker Allied Ship
broking noted that “starting off a very dramatic and
challenging week with the U.K referendum which is now
three days away having already sent markets into a tailspin
as uncertainty amongst most gets thrusted back into the
forefront. Fears are that if a Brexit does follow through
after the Referendum we are more likely to see another two
years of turbulent markets, sluggish world growth and
further retractions in the free ﬂow of trade globally. Much
of the fear is circulating to the adverse effects that it will
likely bring to Britain and the Euro region which are both
in the top ﬁve of the world’s largest economies and both are
major drivers in consumption and demand for raw
resources but more importantly major markets for ﬁnished
consumer goods which are produced in the developing
world”.
According to Allied’s George Lazaridis, Head of Market
Research & Asset Valuations, “as such, further weakening
of these markets or an extension of the current economic
stagnation they have been facing will mean that the world
will be left limping along for a considerable time forward.
At the same time there are several knock-on effects that are
likely to further deteriorate the performance of global
trade. With both of these economies being put under an
unfavorable light after a Brexit, it will likely be the case that
investors will also look at their respective currencies in a
similar manner. This means that the U.S. Dollar will likely
be the main benefactor of this and will as such show
considerable strengthening especially in the ﬁrst couple of
months after the referendum. With the U.S. Dollar
strengthening so quickly, we are likely going to see the
relative price of commodities on the rise, deterring as such
demand for them as the price will be non-reﬂective of any
improvement in demand”.

Maersk Battles to Stay on Top as Container
Shipping Downturn Deepens
Source: Reuters
22nd June 2016

LONDON: June 21 Denmark's Maersk Line is ﬁghting to
remain the world's no.1 container shipping carrier as a
wave of mergers and acquisitions, particularly in Asia,
creates new challengers trying to grab a bigger share of a
depressed market.
Maersk itself hasn't made a major acquisition for more
than a decade but says it might be open to "the right
opportunity", although doubters believe such deals risk
accumulating ships without securing enough customers.
A unit of oil and shipping group A.P. Moller-Maersk , the
line has a 15 percent share of the overall container market.
However, it faces Chinese rivals with global ambitions as
well as more traditional Western competitors which are
buying up assets in Asia. The battle is over the world
container trade, and especially between Asian ports - one of
the few relatively bright spots for an industry suffering its
worst downturn since its origins in the 1950s and 1960s.
"It's really tough and everybody in the industry is really
suffering, and so have we," Jakob Stausholm, a member of
Maersk Line's management board, told Reuters."We are
defending our leadership position. If we are strong, there is
no reason for us not to grow," said Stausholm, who is the
line's chief strategy and transformation ofﬁcer.
The container industry, which ships largely consumer
goods ranging from iPhones to designer dresses, has been
forced to cut costs and try to build scale due to a weak
global economy and overcapacity.
"World GDP growth is struggling ... Combined with
trade growth slowing down, this is a recipe for a very bad
market," said Evangelos Chatzis, chief ﬁnancial ofﬁcer with
independent Greek container group Danaos.
In November, Maersk said it would save $250 million in
the coming two years and reduce its workforce by 17
percent or 4,000 people, mainly through attrition. It
managed to post a proﬁt of $37 million in the ﬁrst quarter
of 2016, compared with a $182 million loss in the last
quarter of last year. However, the proﬁt was down 95

Inauguration of Panama Canal Expansion
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
23rd June 2016

The Panama Canal Expansion is the largest project at
the Canal since its original construction. The project will
create a new lane of trafﬁc along the Canal through the
construction of a new set of locks, doubling the waterway’s
capacity. The existing locks allow the passage of vessels
that can carry up to 5,000 TEUs. After the expansion the
Post-Panamax vessels will be able to transit through the
Canal, with up to 13,000/14,000 TEUs. The Expansion will
double the Canal’s capacity, having a direct impact on
economies of scale and international maritime trade. The
Program consists of several components:
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New Locks (Third Set of Locks)
Paciﬁc Access Channel
Improvement of Navigational Channels (Dredging)
Improvements to Water Supply

companies provide a window of information on the crisis,
but represent less than 25% of total ﬂeet capacity, and are
the area where most of the new equity has been invested
and lost.
Other companies which are subsidiaries of major
industrial companies such as Maersk, Mitsubishi, Hyundai
and the Oil Majors, do not publish detailed ﬁnancial
statements but some have recorded ﬁnancial problems
with their ﬂeets. The Asian shipbuilders are in deep trouble
with capacity down by over 50% and the volume of ships on
order is at a level last seen in the late nineties. The Chinese
will continue to support their shipbuilders, as part of its
plan to keep freight rates down on its primary routes, by
building new ships for Chinese owners or those chartering
ships to Chinese companies.
Thus the shipping industry has reverted to its
traditional structure with large private owners and the
industrial groups contracting for ship charters on terms
that are rarely published, while the new public companies
ﬁght for business in the spot markets. Estimates show that
more than $50 billion from Private Equity and Hedge
Funds has been invested in the public companies. Another
$50 billion has been invested in Germany by the German
KGs. These equity funds were supplemented by huge levels
of bank ﬁnance which was recklessly lent with no secure
income streams in place.
The German shipping crisis has created more than $50
billion of non-performing loans in the German banks and
an estimate of a similar level of losses in the KG funds.
Estimates of the total bank losses exceed $100billion.
The publicly traded shipping companies are today hardly
solvent, generating revenues that barely cover vessel
operating expenses, do not cover debt service or generate
cash reserves for essential maintenance, and are in many
cases managed by the investor funds that do not
understand how shipping works.

The Panama Canal expansion is based on six years of
research, which included more than 100 studies on the
economic feasibility, market demand, environmental
impact and other technical engineering aspects. Works on
the Panama Canal Expansion began on September 2007 at
a total cost of US$5.2 billion. The activities will start early
in the morning at the Agua Clara Locks, located at the
Atlantic Ocean Colon Province local authorities, Panama
Canal employees and the general public will be in
attendance. At 7:00 am, the vessel COSCO Shipping
Panama (initially named Andronikos) from Chinese
COSCO Shipping, will begin its transit across Panama. The
historical moment will be broadcasted live.After this
celebration, the ship will start its ﬁrst transit through the
Panama Canal, arriving early in the afternoon to the Cocoli
Locks, at the Paciﬁc Ocean, where the Ofﬁcial Opening
Ceremony will be held.
China Plans First Regular Civilian Cruises to
Disputed Spratlys by 2020
Source: Reuters
24th June 2016

China will offer its ﬁrst regular civilian cruises to the
Spratly Islands in the South China Sea by 2020, state
media said on Wednesday, a move likely to irk other
claimants to the disputed waters. China's activities in the
contested area, such as building artiﬁcial islands, airﬁelds
and other military facilities, have fuelled tension in
Southeast Asia, although it says most of the construction is
for civilian purposes. The island province of Hainan will
operate regular trips to the Spratlys, which China calls the
Nansha Islands, in response to increasing demand, the
ofﬁcial China Daily newspaper said, citing provincial
authorities. "The province plans a pan-South China Sea
cruise line and cruise trips business covering countries
along the Maritime Silk Road," it added, referring to
President Xi Jinping's initiative to boost investment and
trade links. The trips will begin before 2020, the paper
said.

Weak US Demand Triggers Redeployment of
13,000 TEU Ships
Source: Schednet
26th June 2016

NUMEROUS 13,000 TEU ships are gradually being
phased out of the Far-East-Europe trade, after being
displaced by 19,000 TEUers. Some of the ships have since
joined the transpaciﬁc trade, while others are successively
re-assigned to the north-south trades. Simultaneously,
several shipping companies have decided to downscale
their transpaciﬁc capacity provision in June. Already in
May for example, CMA CGM had abandoned plans to
deploy 17,800-TEU ships on the Asia-US west coast route.
MSC has assigned this month two 12,552-TEU vessels to its
standalone Asia-South Africa-West Africa Africa Express
service and the carrier furthermore intends to shift several
13,000-TEU ships to both this Africa Express and to the
Far East - WCSA Andes Express in the coming weeks,
reported Alphaliner. These ships are freed and cascaded
down as ever-larger newbuildings enter the top-tier trades:
The 19,224-TEU MSC JADE joined at the end of May the
2M's Far East Europe AE-2/Swan loop and MSC will soon
receive the 19,224-TEU MSC DITTE and the 19,154-TEU
sisters MSC DIANA and MSC INGY. The three jumbo ships

The Shipping Finance Crisis
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
24th June 2016

It is now clear that the demands for shipping services
are way below the availability of the ﬂeets of existing ships
in most sectors. While the tanker markets remain ﬁnely
balanced, as the price of crude oil does not seem to affect
demand, orders for new crude carriers are cause for
concern. The dry-bulk and container sectors are grossly
over-tonnaged causing most companies in these sectors to
record growing losses. Most ﬁnancial analysts and some
major shipbrokers now concede that this shipping crisis
will continue through the remainder of this decade and
maybe well into the next one. The publicly traded shipping
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will all join the AE 2/Swan service before the end of July.
Deliveries of these units trigger a cascading effect within
the MSC ﬂeet. A ﬁrst step in that direction was taken in
April with the 13,102-TEU MSC CRISTINA and the 13,000TEU MSC MARIA SAVERIA, which MSC sent on the
Europe-Indian subcontinent Himalaya Express/ISE joint
service of MSC and Shipping Corporation of India (SCI). A
new vessel record was set on the Asia-West Africa route
after the 12,552-TEU MSC FABIOLA and MSC FILIPPA,
which joined the Africa Express last week and this week,
are the largest vessels ever deployed on Africa trades,
dethroning the 11,660 MSC FRANCESCA as the previous
record ship on this route. The 13,000-TEU MSC BERYL is
expected to follow in July. On the Far East-west coast
South America Andes service, the 13,000-TEU MSC
FLAVIA is earmarked to join on July 8, with the 13,102TEU MSC REGULUS and MSC CAPELLA scheduled to join
in the following weeks.
Rolls-Royce Expects
Ships by 2020

Remote-Controlled

the bow, or 500 metres, which is less, under
conditions of draft and trim.
 If visibility from any of the normal conning
positions is obscured by cargo gear of other
permanent obstructions forward of the beam, the
total arc of obstructed visibility from Conning
Position 1 shall not exceed 10 degrees.
 The side hull plating at the vessel’s waterline, fore
and aft, shall be visible from bridge wing conning
positions.
 Vessels of 150 feet LOA or less must have a forward
visibility that allows navigation ranges and aids to
navigation to be visible from all bridge conning
positions.
ACP boarding ofﬁcers will verify vessel compliance
upon arrival in Canal waters. Vessels that do not comply
due to cargo, cargo gear, structures or any other reason,
shall correct the deﬁciency in order to transit. If not
correctable, the vessel should inform the Canal Authority at
least 48 hours prior to arrival through the ACP’s Maritime
Service Portal or any other means acceptable to the ACP.
The ACP will determine conditions under which noncompliant vessels may be allowed to transit or dock.
Vessels that require additional resources due to their
visibility condition, will be assessed for corresponding
charges. Notwithstanding visibility requirements, from 26
June, full contain vessels transiting laden condition with a
blind distance that exceeds 1.0 ship length will be assessed
the following fees based on vessel dimensions: · Vessels
from 213.360 metres (700 feet) to 294.437 metres (966
feet) in length, and 30.480 metres (100 feet) and 32.613
metres (107 feet) in beam: $4,000.00 · Vessels with overall
lengths greater than 294.437 metres (966 feet) in length, or
with beams greater than 32.613 metres (107 feet) in beam:
$8,000.00
Upon arrival at Canal waters, the “Blind Distance
Declaration” Form 1746 (OPTC-A), available at
www.pancanal.com/common/maritime/forms/16-746.pdf
, shall be completed by the master and presented to the
ACP Boarding Ofﬁcer. The “Pre-Arrival Vessel
Information” Form 1743 (OPT), and the detailed Visibility
Declaration required in the Maritime Service Portal are no
longer required.

Cargo

Source: Engadget
29th June 2016

Rolls-Royce isn't limiting its robotic transportation
plans to luxury cars. The British transportation ﬁrm has
outlined a strategy for deploying remote-controlled and
autonomous cargo vessels. It's working on virtual decks
where land-based crews could control every aspect of a
ship, complete with VR camera views and monitoring
drones to spot issues that no human ever could.
Accordingly, Rolls is designing boats where humans
wouldn't have to come aboard. In theory, one human would
steer several boats -- crew shortages would disappear
overnight. The move to crew-free ships promises more than
a few advantages, Rolls says. You wouldn't need a bridge or
living quarters, so you'd have much more room for the
goods you're hauling. They'd be safer and more efﬁcient,
too, since you'd cut out many human errors (not to
mention the direct risks from rough weather and pirates)
and streamline operations. Robotic ships might cut the
number of available jobs, but they would let distant crews
handle
more
complex
tasks
without
being
overwhelmed.Some of Rolls' concepts are more Star Trek
than real life at the moment (its imagery includes
interactive holograms), but this isn't just a theoretical
exercise. One ship, the Stril Luna, already has a smart
Uniﬁed Bridge system in place for coordinating all its
equipment.

Light at the End of the Tunnel Faint and Distant for
Multipurpose Shipping
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
30th June 2016

Modiﬁcation of Minimum Visibility Requirements

The demand outlook for the multipurpose ﬂeet has not
improved since the ﬁrst quarter of 2016. The breakbulk and
project cargo sector remain weak, with little suggestion that
volumes will improve signiﬁcantly until the end of 2017,
according to the latest Multipurpose Shipping Market
Review and Forecaster report published by global shipping
consultancy Drewry. On the other side of the equation, the
supply of multipurpose vessels is under control, with an
order book equivalent to just 5% of the operating fleet and
growth estimated at less than 0.5% per year between now
and 2020.

Source: ACP
29th June 2016

The Panama Canal Authority (ACP) has announced the
following
modiﬁcations
to
minimum
visibility
requirements for vessels transiting the Canal or calling at
port facilities in Canal waters, whether laden or ballast:
 The view of the water surface from many conning
position in the navigation bridge shall not be
obscured by more than two ship lengths forward of
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Maritime Security
India may be Building an Underwater Wall of
Microphones to Keep Track of China's Submarines

has been unilaterally escalating its actions in the waters
near our country," Kishida said at a press conference, a day
after a Chinese navy intelligence vessel sailed in an area
just outside Japan's territorial waters near Kitadaito Island
in Okinawa Prefecture in the Paciﬁc Ocean. The incident
alarmed Japanese ofﬁcials, coming just a day after the
same Chinese navy ship entered territorial waters west of
Kuchinoerabu Island in Kagoshima Prefecture in the ﬁrst
such incident in more than a decade. In addition, a Chinese
navy frigate sailed in the contiguous zone just outside the
territorial waters around the Japan-controlled, Chinaclaimed Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea on June 9.
That was the ﬁrst time that a Chinese warship had been
spotted in the area."Japan will be fully prepared to protect
its territorial land, waters and air space," Kishida said,
while saying the country will "continue to take a calm
approach so that the current situation (between Japan and
China) would not escalate unnecessarily."

Source: Quartz India
17th June 2016

There’s a new battle brewing under the waves of the
Indian Ocean. Speculation is rife that India and Japan plan
to install a sea wall of “hydrophones”—microphones with
sensors, placed on the seabed—between southern India and
the northern tip of Indonesia. Hydrophones can record and
listen to underwater sounds, with the particularly
important ability to track submarine movement.
“I know that there were some talks that were held in the
past when I was in service until four months ago,” said
Abhijit Singh, a former Indian Navy ofﬁcer who now heads
the Maritime Security Initiative at Observer Research
Foundation (ORF), a think-tank in New Delhi. “The
Japanese have years of experience operating these
hydrophones and the plan is, reportedly, to set them up
between the Indira Point (India’s southern-most point) up
to the tip of Sumatra in Indonesia.”
Considering the geographic location of the plan—a
virtual plugging of the Malacca Strait-Indian Ocean route—
and the larger strategic rivalry at play in the region, it is
clear that the move is aimed at China. India’s defence
ministry is yet to respond to a questionnaire from Quartz.
For a while now, the Indian Ocean has been a theatre of
complex strategic manoeuvres between global powers—
with India as a key player. From China’s String of Pearls to
India’s deepening engagement with the Indian Ocean
Littoral, there’s been much churn in recent years. The US
has taken an enormous interest in the region and
announced a joint strategic vision with India in January
last year. The two nations have put pressure on China for
its growing claims in the disputed South China Sea, a

Russia Warns NATO Not to Build up Naval Forces
in Black Sea
Source: Reuters
18th June 2016

MOSCOW: A senior Russian diplomat on Wednesday
warned NATO not to build up its naval forces in the Black
Sea, saying such a move would undermine regional security
and Moscow's already frayed ties with the alliance. Russian
state media reported earlier this month that the USS
Porter, a U.S. naval destroyer, had entered the Black Sea on
a routine deployment, a move it said raised hackles in
Moscow because it had recently been ﬁtted with a new
missile system. Under the Montreux Convention, countries
which don't have a Black Sea coastline cannot keep their
warships there for more than 21 days. NATO members
Turkey, Romania and Bulgaria are all Black Sea Basin
countries. Russia, which annexed Ukraine's Crimea in
2014, has its own Black Sea Fleet based at Sevastopol. "If a
decision is made to create a permanent force, of course, it
would be destabilising, because this is not a NATO sea,"
Russian news agencies quoted Andrei Kelin, a senior
Foreign Ministry ofﬁcial, as saying. "It (the Black Sea) has
nothing to do with the alliance. I do not think this would
improve our relations with NATO."Kelin spoke ahead of a
NATO summit in Warsaw next month which is being held
at a time when relations between Russia and the alliance
are severely strained over Moscow's role in the Ukraine
crisis. NATO is considering what more it can do to deter
what it sees as growing Russian aggression. Moscow says it
poses no threat to the alliance. NATO Secretary-General
Jens Stoltenberg on Wednesday criticised new Russian
snap checks on combat readiness, saying they undermined
stability. Russia's Defence Ministry retorted angrily,
accusing NATO of fanning anti-Russian hysteria before its
summit.

strategically vital and reportedly oil-rich 3,500,000square-kilometre body of water.
“Regional prosperity depends on security,” the
joint vision statement said. “We afﬁrm the importance of
safeguarding maritime security and ensuring freedom of
navigation and over ﬂight throughout the region, especially
in the South China Sea.”
Meanwhile, China itself has plans to build its
own “Great Wall” under the South China Sea, through
which 30% of the world’s trade passes.
Japanese Foreign Minister Airs Concern About
China Naval ships' Moves
Source: Nikkei Asian Review
18th June 2016

Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida expressed concern on
Friday about "escalating" moves by Chinese navy ships
following repeated entries into Japanese territorial waters,
or those nearby, earlier this month. "The Chinese military
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U.S. Will Patrol the Black Sea Despite Russian
Warnings

agreed to designate a transit corridor for commercial
vessels crossing a maritime zone hit by a spate of hijackings
by Islamist militants in the southern Philippines. Nearly 20
Indonesian and Malaysian tugboat crew have been
kidnapped by the Abu Sayyaf militants this year, with
Jakarta airing fears that the problem could reach levels
seen off the coast of Somalia. Alarmed at the frequency of
attacks, port authorities in some areas of Indonesia,
particularly Kalimantan on the island of Borneo, have
stopped issuing permits to ships taking coal to the southern
Philippines Indonesia is the world's largest thermal coal
exporter and supplies 70 percent of the Philippines' coal
imports. "The ministers have agreed in principle to explore
the following measures, including a transit corridor within
the maritime areas of common concern, which will serve as
designated sea lanes for mariners," the defence ministers of
the three nations said in a joint statement after a meeting
in Manila.

Source: Reuters
19th June 2016

The U.S. says it is deterring aggression and keeping sea
lanes open in the area. The U.S. will stay in the Black Sea
says a U.S. Navy Secretary on Thursday, despite Russia
warning that the patrolling U.S. destroyer undermines
regional security. Speaking to Reuters, Navy Secretary Ray
Mabus says it is the U.S. Navy’s role to deter aggression
and keep sea lanes open in the Black Sea basin, which
bounded by Russia, Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania, Ukraine
and Turkey. “We’re going to be there,” Mabus told Reuters
of the Black Sea. “We’re going to deter. That’s the main
reason we’re there — to deter potential aggression.”
Romania and Turkey are going to push for a bigger NATO
presence in the Black Sea in response to increased Russian
aggression in the region. They are expected to propose the
joint initiative in a NATO summit in July. Russia has its
own Black Sea ﬂeet in Sevastopol and says it poses no
threat to the security alliance
Armed Robbers
Indonesia

Board

Anchored

Vessel

U.S. Navy Chief Hopes Carriers Deter East Asia
Destabilization
Source: Reuters
23rd June 2016

off
The U.S. Navy chief said on Monday he hoped the
deployment of two aircraft carriers on a training mission in
East Asia would deter any attempts to destabilize the
region, where military tensions have risen amid China's
growing assertiveness. The U.S. carriers JOHN C.STENNIS
and RONALD REAGAN began joint operations in seas east
of the Philippines at the weekend in a show of strength
ahead of an international court ruling expected soon on
China's expansive territorial claims in the contested South
China Sea. Admiral John Richardson, the chief of U.S.
Naval Operations, told a Washington think tank it was not
often the United States had two carrier strike groups in the
same waters and it was a sign of U.S. commitment to
regional security. He referred to a similar deployment of a
second U.S. carrier in the Mediterranean Sea last week, at a
time when U.S. ofﬁcials are raising alarm over Russia's
maritime expansion. "Both here and in the Mediterranean,
it’s a signal to everyone in the region that we’re committed,
we’re going to be there for our allies, to reassure them and
for anyone who wants to destabilize that region," he told
the Center for a New American Security. "And we hope that
there’s a deterrent message there as well.” Richardson said
China's large-scale land reclamation in the South China Sea
and militarization of artiﬁcial islands extended its potential
ability to deny access to a region with precision missiles
and radar, something that "demands a response. "Our
response would be to inject a lot of friction into that
system. Every step of that way, we would look to make that
much more difﬁcult," Richardson said. The U.S. Paciﬁc
Command said the Stennis and the Ronald Reagan started
their dual operations on Saturday, including air defence
drills, sea surveillance, defensive air combat training and
long-range strikes.
A PACOM statement quoted Rear Admiral John D.
Alexander, commander of the Ronald Reagan carrier
group, as saying it was an opportunity to practice
techniques needed "to prevail in modern naval operations."

Source: World Maritime News
20th June 2016

An anchored heavy lift carrier was boarded by four
robbers armed with guns off Batu Ampar, Batam Island,
Indonesia, according to data released by International
Maritime Bureau’s Piracy Reporting Centre (IMB PRC).
During the attack, which occurred on June 16, the robbers
held hostage the duty AB at gun point, stole ship’s engine
spares and escaped.
At the time of the incident, the ship was anchored some
2.5 nautical miles West of Batu Ampar. IMB said that the
incident was reported to the authorities via the ships agent.
The name of the vessel was not revealed.The boarding
comes on the back of the latest report from Asian piracy
watchdog ReCAAP ISC, which showed that during May
2016, a total of eight incidents were reported in Asia, seven
of which were armed robbery against ships and one was a
piracy incident which occurred in the South China Sea. Out
of the eight incidents reported, four occurred on board
ships while anchored in Indonesia, namely in Jakarta
Tanker Anchorage, Balikpapan Inner Anchorage and
Samarinda Anchorage, while one involved the hijacking of
a product
tanker,
Hai
Soon
12,
off
Pulau
Belitung, Indonesia, for theft of oil cargo on board. Two
other incidents occurred on board ships while underway in
the South China Sea approaches towards Pulau Subi Besar
and Java Sea, Indonesia.
Three Southeast Asian Nations to Designate
Shipping Corridor in Piracy Battle
Source: Reuters
22nd June 2016

Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines on Monday
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Maritime Trade & Economy
Weaker Capesize Demand Drags Down Baltic
Index

aimed at making vessels safer by making container stacks
less likely to tip over or cause ships to break apart at sea.
But unresolved details, including how the weights are
veriﬁed and the information provided to shipping lines,
have observers worried about major bottlenecks and delays
at seaports. Mr. Cordero said the “obvious solution” was
right at hand: ocean carriers should use the weights taken
at terminal gates by port terminal operators—a measure
that is already performed for dock safety and ship stowage
purposes—to satisfy the United Nations International
Maritime Organization requirement. “Using the weight
taken at the terminal gate. is a simple and efﬁcient solution
for assuring the continued smooth ﬂow of export cargoes,”
Mr. Cordero said. The requirement, an amendment to the
Safety of Life at Sea Convention, or SOLAS, has generated a
storm in the shipping world, as carriers, shippers and port
operators argued over who should bear the cost and risks of
implementation. Some carriers sought to break the impasse
last month by laying out an agreement with six major ports
to work toward a common solution.
The
Ocean
Carrier
Equipment
Management
Association, or OCEMA, ﬁled the agreement with the FMC
for approval. Mr. Cordero said such agreements only
further complicate the issue and would be closely studied
by the commission. “Why anyone would add procedures,
requirements and costs to doing business is not only
puzzling, it raises the specter of anticompetitive behavior
and necessitating Commission action,” he said. John
Butler, president of the World Shipping Council, which
represents ocean carriers, said in a statement that fulﬁlling
the requirement would be more complicated than the
regulator suggests. “Marine terminals are not the only
solution, and not all marine terminals are offering these
services,” Mr. Butler said. “I think that the Chairman is
trying to help, but to the extent his statement suggests
there is only one path to [veriﬁed gross mass] compliance,
that is incorrect.” Jonathan Gold, vice president for supply
chain and customs for the National Retail Federation, said
U.S. retailers that source from dozens of countries “are still
concerned. They’re not hearing enough information just on
the basics of how it’s going to be done.” “Less than two
dozen of the IMO member nations are putting forth
guidance and the regulations are all different depending on
which country they’re coming from” despite an
announcement in May from the IMO urging leniency in
enforcement of the rule in the ﬁrst three months, he said.
“It’s all over the board.”

Source: Reuters
16th June 2016

The Baltic Exchange's main sea freight index, tracking
rates for ships carrying dry bulk commodities, fell
Wednesday on weaker demand for capesize vessels. The
overall index, which factors in rates for capesize, panamax,
supramax and handysize shipping vessels, was down 4
points, or 0.66 percent, at 604 points.
The capesize index fell 18 points, or 1.77 percent, to 1,000
points.
Average daily earnings for capesizes, which typically
transport 150,000-tonne cargoes such as iron ore and coal,
were down $159 at $7,170.The panamax index was up 2
points, or 0.37 percent, at 545 points.Average daily
earnings for panamaxes, which usually carry coal or grain
cargoes of about 60,000 to 70,000 tonnes, increased $22
to $4,356.Among smaller vessels, the supramax index was
ﬂat at 552 points, while the handysize index fell two points
to 315 points.
Maersk Line to Up Asia-Europe Freight Rates from
July 1
Source: World Maritime News
16th June 2016

Danish container shipping giant Maersk Line revealed
its intention to raise the freight rates from Far East Asia to
North Europe to USD 1,450 per 20-foot equivalent unit
(TEU), the company said on Tuesday.The changes, which
will apply to all kinds of freight, are scheduled to take effect
from July 1.In its announcement, Maersk Line said that the
freight rates would increase “from all Asian countries to all
Mediterranean, Adriatic, Black Sea and North Africa
countries.”The rate hike follows the company’s
improvements to the network between Asia and North
Europe by deploying its large container vessels across ﬁve
of its Asia – North Europe services in the network.
Shipping Regulator
Container Weights

Warns

Ocean

Lines

on

Source: Wall Street Journal
18th June 2016

Top 3 shipbuilders to Cut 6,000 Jobs This Year

The top U.S. maritime industry regulator jumped into a
controversy looming over the shipping world on Thursday,
warning ocean carriers that they should accept containerweight measures offered at cargo terminals or face
potential scrutiny for “anticompetitive behaviour.” Federal
Maritime Commission Chairman Mario Cordero’s
statement comes as the shipping industry is bracing for
rules that go into effect on July 1 requiring exporters to
verify the weight of their shipments before the containers
can be loaded on vessels. The international requirement is

Source: The Korea Herald
20th June 2016

Korea’s top three shipbuilders will cut 6,000 jobs this
year to survive the decline in global orders and economic
slowdown, according to their self-rescue plans released this
week. Hyundai Heavy Industries, the world’s largest
shipbuilder, plans to lay off a total of 4,000 workers this
year. The company will cut 2,000 workers through
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voluntary resignations and 1,000 workers through
retirement, under the age limit. The company will also
relocate 994 employees. Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering, the world’s second-largest shipbuilder, will
cut 10,000 workers or 20 percent of its total workforce by
2020 by letting go of 600 workers annually. Meanwhile,
Samsung Heavy Industries, the world’s third-largest
shipbuilder by order backlog, will cut 1,500 jobs through a
voluntary resignation program this year and downsize 30
to 40 percent of its workforce by 2018.

is similar to Iran’s ﬂagship blend, became the main
beneﬁciary when the Persian nation was barred from
selling oil in Europe in 2012 because of its nuclear
program. Since those sanctions were lifted in January, the
Russian grade has suffered, according to four traders
familiar with the market. “Iranian exports have been
impressive,” giving reﬁners in Europe a wider choice of
supply, Abhishek Deshpande, an analyst at Natixis SA said
by e-mail. Delays Unloading Challenges unloading cargoes
at the Italian port of Trieste — a major hub for reﬁneries in
Eastern and central Europe — are also contributing to
pricing pressure, traders said. Unloading at a jetty there
slowed, with just four vessels each with a capacity of 1
million barrels loading since the start of April, compared
with an average of four vessels a month in the ﬁrst quarter.
Meanwhile, a series of strikes at French reﬁneries last
month reduced crude intake, according to DNB Markets.
“This development for Urals is natural when Iran ramps up
at the same time as there are strikes in several European
reﬁneries, hampering physical crude demand,” Torbjoern
Kjus, chief oil analyst at DNB Markets, said by e-mail.

VLCC Market on Backwards Mode
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
20th June 2016

Tanker markets are starting to feel the “heat” as
increased tonnage availability, combined with a pause by
charterers during the June and July Middle East programs,
led to a hefty retreat of VLCC tanker rates, as earlier
reported ﬁxtures proved false and units previously hidden
appeared on position lists. Rates on the AG-FEAST route
dropped by 27.5 points to ws40 and pushed TCEs down by
a massive 57% to ~$21,158/day (a fresh YTD low).In its
latest weekly report, shipbroker Charles R. Weber noted
that “whereas just ﬁve units were previously estimated to
remain unﬁxed at the conclusion of June’s cargo program
in the Middle East, the tally now stands at 13. Though West
Africa draws on these units should modestly reduce the
number, the negative impact on rates has already
materialized – and the forward outlook does not show
much improvement. There are presently 55 units showing
availability through July’s ﬁrst decade against which there
are 30 cargoes estimated to materialize (10 have already
been covered). Draws from West Africa could account for
10 of these, leaving an implied surplus of 15 units. Lower
cargo estimates for July stems, in part, from a reduction of
crude supply from Iraq during the month. We note that the
Basrah program shows a supply rate of 2.99 Mb/d, the
lowest since December ’15 while VLCC-sized thereof are
down by two cargoes from June. However, given usual and
likely co-loadings, VLCC ﬁxtures servicing exports from the
terminal will more likely decline by 12 units, or 28%, m/m.
Indications of supply from other key regional producers
remain characteristically uncertain, but there is little to
suggest a divergence from recent rates. The wider
supply/demand imbalance will likely usher in the summer
doldrums which will keep rates low”.

Product Tanker Freight Rates Fall Faster Than
Analysts Expected
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st June 2016

Product tanker rates have fallen with a faster than
anticipated pace, catching many analysts by surprise. In its
latest weekly report, Gibson Consultancy & Research noted
that “this year the product tanker market has come down
much harder and much faster than we initially expected.
Gibson Consultancy & Research projected that spot rates
across all tanker sectors would average lower in 2016
relative to 2015, however the scale and speed of the
correction has exceeded expectations. A number of factors
are at play. The supply of tonnage is rising. So far in 2016
we have seen approximately 44 MRs, 25 LR2/Aframaxes
and 8 LR1/Panamaxes hit the water (5.5 million dwt), with
a further 10 million dwt to come this year alone. It is
therefore little surprise to see freight under pressure, at
least from a supply side perspective. However, the demand
side has been less supportive than originally anticipated”,
the shipbroker noted.
Saudi Crude Exports Fall to 6-Month Low as
Reﬁneries Cut Back

Russian Crude Losing Out as Iranian Oil Returns
to Europe

Source: Bloomberg
20th June 2016

Source: Bloomberg
21st June 2016

Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest crude exporter, cut
shipments in April to the lowest level in six months as
overseas reﬁneries bought less due to seasonal
maintenance and the kingdom burned more oil at home to
power air conditioners.
Shipments dropped to 7.44 million barrels a day from
7.54 million barrels a day in March, and to the lowest since
7.36 million in October, according to data released Monday
by the Joint Organisations Data Initiative in Riyadh.
Exports also declined for Qatar, whose shipments slid to

The return of Iranian oil to the international market is
hurting Russia’s main crude grade, forcing it to trade at the
biggest discount in two years. The discount of Russia’s
Urals grade in the Mediterranean to global benchmark
Dated Brent widened to $2.40 a barrel, according to
traders monitoring the Platts window. That’s the lowest
since June 2014. Vitol offered the grade again on Friday at
smaller discounts. It didn’t ﬁnd a buyer. Urals crude, which
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the lowest since at least 2002, as well as for fellow OPEC
members Iraq and Kuwait, the data show.
Oil companies typically shut reﬁneries for maintenance
in April and May in preparation for increased summer
demand. Saudi Arabia is planning to boost crude
production to 10.5 million barrels a day in the next few
months as higher summer temperatures boost demand for
electricity needed to cool homes and ofﬁces, a person with
knowledge of Saudi output policy said in April. The
country’s output was 10.26 million barrels a day in April
after reaching a record 10.56 million in June 2015,
according to Jodi.

near Panama City on the Paciﬁc Ocean side. The canal
expansion involved deepening and widening certain
portions of the canal and constructing an additional, larger
set of locks. Unlike the old lock system, which has two
lanes of side-by-side trafﬁc, the new set of locks will be one
large lane and allow four transits per day, supplementing
the 25 daily transits using the older lock system.
The wider and deeper navigation channels and larger
locks allow for the transit of larger vessels through the
canal. The maximum vessel dimensions in the old lock
system, known as Panamax vessels, limited tankers to
those of approximately 300,000 to 500,000 barrels of
capacity of petroleum products like gasoline and diesel
fuel. The newer lock systems allow for the transit of larger
Neopanamax vessels, with estimated petroleum product
capacities of 400,000 to 600,000 barrels. The economics
of shipping crude oil and petroleum products improve as
the size of the ship increases along with distance travelled.
Crude oil typically is loaded on vessels classiﬁed as Very
Large Crude Carriers (VLCC) or Ultra-Large Crude Carriers
(ULCC), both of which are too large to transit the Panama
Canal fully laden, even though the new locks. Petroleum
products are typically loaded on several smaller vessels,
some of which can transit the existing and new canal
dimensions, depending on a ship's hull design and
restrictions on depth in water (draft). This means that most
of the petroleum-related trafﬁc through the canal will be
petroleum products rather than crude oil.

Russia Beats Saudis for Third Straight Month as
China's Top Crude Supplier
Source: Reuters
21st June 2016

BEIJING: Russia beat out Saudi Arabia as China's largest
oil supplier in May, customs data showed on Tuesday,
marking the third month in a row the world's biggest oil
producer has topped the world's biggest oil exporter in
feeding China's market.
Russia's exports to the world's No. 2 oil consumer hit a
fresh record and reﬂect continuing strong demand from
China's independent reﬁners.China imported 5.245 million
tonnes, or around 1.24 million barrels per day (bpd) of
crude oil from Russia last month, up 33.7 percent year on
year, and beating the previous record in April of 1.17
million bpd. Russian imports surpassed Saudi Arabian
imports for the ﬁrst time on a cumulative basis. For the
ﬁrst ﬁve months of 2016, Russian imports are 41.8 percent
higher than a year ago at 1.06 million bpd, while Saudi
Arabian imports averaged 1.05 million bpd. "Russian oil
remains the teapots' top pick, suiting them in the way that
teapots' throughput planning was often shorter-term that
requires prompt deliveries," said a senior China-based
trader with a global supplier who frequently deals with
independent plants.
Crude imports from Saudi Arabia jumped 33.6 percent
in May from a year ago to 961,000 bpd, data showed, but
easing off the 1.0 million bpd level in the previous month.
Nicknamed "teapots" due to their relative smaller scale
versus state reﬁners, these reﬁneries helped boost China's
crude demand by more than 1 million bpd in the ﬁrst ﬁve
months of the year.

Indonesia is Fighting Illegal Fishing by Blowing Up
Boats
Source: Motherboard
25th June 2016

An Indonesian navy corvette ﬁred on a Chinese ﬁshing
boat on June 17, forcing back an expedition by a dozen
intruding vessels near the Natuna Islands. The Indonesian
ship seized one vessel, the Qiong Dan Zhou 19038, and
detained her 11 crewmembers. While a minor incident, the
frequency at which Indonesian ships now intercept—and
occasionally shoot at—foreign ﬁshing vessels is all part of a
veritable war on poachers. Since December 2014,
Indonesia has sent warships to hunt illegal ﬁshing boats, to
drive them off or sink them. Most visible of all, Jakarta has
adopted a sensationalist approach by blowing up 174
foreign boats as of April 2016—many of them on television.
“Whatever ﬂag it is, the moment these ships trespass on a
territory under the jurisdiction of Indonesia, we in the TNIAL [the Indonesian navy] will not hesitate to take ﬁrm
action,” Vice Admiral Edi Sucipto said in a statement after
the June 17 incident, according to IHS Jane’s Indonesia has
even bagged prizes that have eluded militant
environmental groups. Indonesia is a country with one of
the longest combined coastlines in the world, but it does
not have a substantial navy—11 destroyers, 18 corvettes,
and two aging German-made submarines. The result is that
Jakarta cannot halt illegal ﬁshing, but an assertive enough
approach may reduce the damage to Indonesia’s
environment and economy. President Joko “Jokowi”
Widodo has claimed the presence of thousands of foreign
ﬁshing boats in Indonesian waters costs his country some
$25 billion every year, although this number is likely

Panama Canal Expansion Unlikely to Signiﬁcantly
Change Crude Oil, Petroleum Product Flows
Source: US Energy Information Administration
23rd June 2016

On June 26, the Panama Canal Authority, the body that
operates the Panama Canal, will inaugurate a third set of
locks, which will allow for the transit of larger ships. This is
the ﬁrst such expansion since the canal was completed in
1914. With the exception of U.S. propane exports, the
expansion of the Panama Canal is not likely to drastically
affect crude oil and petroleum product ﬂows.
Entrances to the Panama Canal are near Colon,
Panama, on the Atlantic Ocean (Caribbean Sea) side, and
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exaggerated

business dealing with around a 60 percent fall in prices.
"Replacing a CEO via an intra-day announcement and
announcing a strategic review - you are not doing it for
nothing. It is not because the numbers look that good," said
ABN AMRO analyst Thijs Berkelder. "We have to see what
the company now really delivers for the remainder of this
year in all of its activities: that’s not really clear to me," said
Berkelder, who maintained a Hold rating for the group.
Maersk Oil said this week it had lost the contract to operate
Al-Shaheen, Qatar's largest oil ﬁeld, which accounted for
up 40 percent of Maersk Oil's output last year. It had held
the contract since 1992, which analysts at Clarksons Platou
estimated could mean a fall in group net proﬁts of $150
million to $200 million, based on the current oil price of
around $50 a barrel.

Saudi Arabia Declares Cease-Fire in Oil War`
Source: Bloomberg View
23rd June 2016

The new Saudi oil minister, Khalid Al-Falih, says the oil
glut is over. That means the kingdom's war against U.S.
shale producers is coming to an end, too. Who won it is a
tough question to answer; on balance, it's probably the
Saudis, but they have paid a huge price, and the surviving
U.S. frackers have also beneﬁted.
In September 2014, Saudi Aramco, the kingdom's state
oil company, simultaneously increased output and
discounts to Asian customers, making it difﬁcult for
producers with higher costs to compete. The U.S. shale
industry responded with desperate bravado, cutting costs,
perfecting technologies and pumping like crazy to avoid
defaulting on its debts. Yet, according to Haynes and
Boone's Oil Patch Bankruptcy Monitor, 81 North American
oil and gas companies have ﬁled for bankruptcy since the
beginning of 2015. In Texas alone, there have been 41
bankruptcies, representing $24.3 billion in debt.
As a result, U.S. oil production has declined to late 2014
levels, while Saudi Arabia has defended and indeed
increased its market share.

Buying Interest for Dry Bulk Ships Unaffected by
Brexit Aftermath
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
30th June 2016

Shipping will deﬁnitely be affected by the aftermath of
the “Leave” vote win, during the referendum conducted in
the UK last week. However, few analysts attempt to decode
the exact consequences of such an event, just yet. In its
latest weekly report, shipbroker Intermodal noted that “we
will have to wait much longer to fully see the impact of this
rather unexpected divorce between Britain and the E.U. on
our industry, while the fact that all dry bulk indices,
opposite to most global market indices, rose on Friday, is
strong evidence of how hard this correlation is at the
moment. If anything buying interest for bulkers appears to
be unaffected for now. Kamsarmaxes, Panamaxes and
Supramaxes built during the last decade are currently the
most popular, with Japanese built tonnage naturally
gathering most inspections. Despite the undoubtedly ﬁrm
activity though, there is still a lot of insecurity among
owners who remain sceptic in regards to how long it will
take before a meaningful recovery takes place. As for those
owners who are currently contemplating to buy, this feeling
of insecurity is additionally also fed by the recent ﬁrming of
prices which deﬁnitely makes the decision to invest costlier
and consequently riskier. Saying that and despite this
recent ﬁrming in dry bulk asset values, prices are still low.
Last week we saw the M/V KEY BOUNDARY (83kdwt, blt
2010, Sanoyas) being committed in the region of USD
13.7m, while about a year ago a similar vessel was marketed
at around $ 21.5m. According to Intermodal’s, Giannis
Andritsopoulos, SnP Broker, “last week closed off with a
massive shockwave for markets across the world following
the British referendum, the result of which will mark the
beginning of the process for the country’s exit from the
European Union. Despite the fact that the medium and
long term effects of this historical decision are hard to
assess at the moment, the shockwaves from Thursday’s
result were felt by nearly everyone in the investing
community. Wiped out stock values, a plunge in oil prices
and of course a shaky sterling were some of the immediate
referendum effects, while the shipping industry, already
fundamentally challenged in many ways is still trying to
ﬁgure out what to expect by this new development.

Tough Time to be a Shipbuilder as Orders Dry Up
Source: Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide
29th June 2016

With the overall trend set from the start of 2016
continuing undeterred into this week as well, i.e. very
limited newbuilding ordering activity, it’s a tough time for
shipbuilders, who are also actively lowering their price
demands. In its latest weekly report, shipbroker Allied
Shipbroking noted that “the weight that has gathered on
the back of shipbuilders has now grown considerable and it
is becoming an ever bigger issue, even for some of the
higher tier shipbuilders in countries such as S. Korea. The
main clouds gathering are primarily revolved around the
excessive debt that most shipbuilders have amassed, while
without a sufﬁcient forward order book, they lack the
required activity cash ﬂow and revenue to be able to slowly
manage this debt.
Loss of Qatari Oil Contract Piles Pressure on
Maersk Proﬁts
Source: Reuters
30th June 2016

Denmark's A.P. Moller-Maersk has lost a major oil
production contract in Qatar this week, just days after the
shipping and oil group said it was considering a break-up
due to worsening market conditions, shipping and banking
sources say. Maersk, which also announced last week the
replacement of its chief executive and tasked the new CEO
with a "strategic" review of its business, , is battling on two
fronts. It is trying to deal with a container shipping market
which is suffering its worst ever downturn and an oil
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Maritime Policy & Law
UN Authorizes All Measures to Inspect Ships off
Libya

A Levy on Emissions Can Reduce Ship Nox
Emissions By 70% – Study

Source: World Maritime News
16th June 2016

Source: Transport & Environment
18th June 2016

In an effort to implement the arms embargo imposed on
Libya, the United Nations Security Council authorized
Member States to “use all measures” to inspect vessels off
the coast of Libya believed to be in violation of the
embargo.
The authorization, approved by the 15-member council
on Tuesday, aims to stop the ﬂow of arms and related
materiel into Libya, including to Islamic State in Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL/Da’esh) and other terrorist groups in the
country.

A levy on nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions with
revenues earmarked to fund the uptake of NOx abatement
measures is the most promising tool to reduce these ship
emissions by up to 70%, a new study by environmental
consultancy IVL and CE Delft reveals. The study,
commissioned by Transport & Environment (T&E),
identiﬁes for the ﬁrst time the policy options available at
the EU level to regulate ship NOx emissions in the EU seas
and compares them with the measures to be taken under
the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). In
addition to a NOx levy with a fund, the study identified two
other EU-level policy tools: mandatory slow steaming of
ships (with a levy and fund as an alternative compliance
option) and a stand-alone levy on emitted NOx.
The study, launched at an event in the European
Parliament, comes in light of the ongoing failure by the
Council to agree ambitious revisions to the National
Ceilings Directive (NEC) governing land-based emissions,
including NOX, thus putting greater pressure on member
states to address ship NOx where abatement costs are far
lower.“Ship NOx emissions affect all EU member states,
whether along the Baltic, around the North Sea or the
Mediterranean. This study provides a solution for all EU
seas,” said Faig Abbasov, clean shipping ofﬁcer at T&E.
The study compares ship NOx abatement options and their
associated costs for the shipping sector with EU-level
measures implemented either on their own or in addition
to the designation of Nitrogen Emissions Control Areas
(NECAs) under the IMO.NOx contributes to particle and
ozone formation and also causes acidiﬁcation and
eutrophication when deposited on land, lakes and seas.

Maersk Sees ‘Bumpy’ Six Months of SOLAS
Source: The Journal of Commerce
18th June 2016

Maersk Line expects a “bumpy” six months after a new
international regulation requiring the weight of all
containers to be veriﬁed before they are loaded onto a ship
comes into force on July 1. “We are committed to making
the process as easy as possible — but we also anticipate the
next six months being bumpy,” said Vincent Clerc, the
Danish carrier’s chief commercial ofﬁcer. Leading
container lines, container terminals and large volume
shippers have prepared to implement the amendment to
the International Maritime Organization’s SOLAS
convention, but there are widespread concerns over
potential disruptions to the global supply chain when the
regulation comes into force. The rule, which bars container
lines from loading containers without veriﬁed gross mass
information aboard vessels, was passed in 2014 to prevent
maritime accidents in which mis-declared or overweight
containers play a role. Maersk Line joins a growing list of
logistics companies, insurers and terminal operators that
are worried about keeping supply chains intact when the
rule takes effect in less than three weeks. “The customer
beneﬁts of a properly implemented and enforced regulation
are important to have in mind, especially in these last
hectic days before we go live,” Clerc said in a blog on
LinkedIn, the business social networking website. “In many
ways, implementation of the SOLAS amendment has
already demonstrated the hardships of container shipping
being a totally global industry.” Clerc urged Maersk
customers to take the following steps “to make the
customer experience better when taking on the SOLAS
amendment.”
 Provide your VGM at the time of creating your
shipping instructions.
 Submit your VGM electronically to avoid manual
mistakes.
 Submit your VGM free of charge on
mymaerskline.com.

CO2 Emission Reduction Measures Must be Global
and Apply Equally to All Ships
Source: European Community Shipowners’ Associations (ECSA)
23rd June 2016

“We believe that shipping, together with all other
industry sectors, must be part of the solution to limit the
increase in global temperature, as we clearly are a global
contributor to carbon emissions”, said ECSA President
Niels Smedegaard, addressing a symposium on
decarbonisation of shipping held in Antwerp today.“The
overall goal however must be a global agreement for
maritime emissions, which the International Maritime
Organisation is moving towards. The EU has shown
leadership by adopting its regulation on monitoring,
reporting and verifying CO2 emissions of shipping. Our
focus should now be on ensuring the proper
implementation of the MRV Regulation and make certain
that the regulation is aligned with the IMO data collection
system which will be formalised in October this year. This
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will ensure that European shipping will be covered by a
single system, in an efﬁcient manner without double work”,
he continued.“The European Commission has not included
shipping in its current review of the European Emissions
Trading System. We believe this correctly reﬂects the
reality that shipping is a global business and regional
measures would have a directly distorting impact on
European operators. A regional scheme would lead to
carbon leakage as ships would start to avoid calling at EU
ports. It would also gravely hurt the European short sea
shipping sector, which would again be faced with an ‘EU
only’ system”, he concluded. The Antwerp symposium was
initiated by the Royal Belgian Shipowners’ Association, in
cooperation with ECSA and Wärtsilä. It brought together
shipowners with engine makers, ship yards, ship designers,
academia and port authorities to map out technical
measures
that
will
reduce
greenhouse
gas
emissions.Instead of taking a ‘wait and see’ approach,
many shipping companies have already taken steps
towards more environmental and sustainable shipping.

patchwork regulatory system, where numerous overlaps
create challenges for operators. There are unfortunately no
indications that this will change. It is important for
operators to both understand the existing regulatory
framework and be aware of forthcoming developments,
both at IMO and elsewhere, in order to make the right
business decisions.
Ballast Water Management
Ballast water management has been a hot topic for a
number of years. At present, the Ballast Water
Management (BWM) Convention is only 0.21 per cent
short of the gross tonnage ratiication threshold. Several
states have announced imminent ratiication, and DNV GL
believes the threshold is likely to be crossed sometime this
year. The convention will then enter into force one year
later, requiring all ships to comply within the following ive
years. The content and interpretation of the convention are
still evolving. Presumably the IMO Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) 70 will ﬁnalize the revision
of the technical guidelines in October. There are presently
65 IMO-approved BWM systems on the market. The
national ballast water management regulations of the
United States entered into force in 2013. New ships now
have to comply upon delivery, while existing ships must
comply by the irst scheduled dry docking after 1 January
2014 or 2016, depending on ballast water capacity

U.S. Convicts Two Greek Companies and Engineers
in Vessel Pollution Case
Source: Ship & Bunker News Team
24th June 2016

Two engineers, as well as the owners and operators of
the Gallia Graeca, have been found guilty of 12 felony
counts in the U.S. related to the dumping of oily waste at
sea. The U.S. District Court in Seattle has found ship
operator Angelakos Hellas S.A., ship owner, Gallia Graeca
Shipping LTD, chief engineer, Konstantinos Chrysovergis,
and second engineer, Tryfon Angelou guilty on 12 felony
counts related to the falsiﬁcation of vessel logs and
dumping of oily waste at sea from bulk carrier Gallia
Graeca, local media reports. The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
is said to have discovered that Gallia Graeca was operating
with a non-functioning oily water separator in October
2015, and that on October 16, 26, and 27, 2015 the
defendants bypassed pollution prevention systems to
discharge an estimated 5,000 gallons of oily bilge water
overboard. The defendants are then said to have made false
statements to USCG inspectors and presented a falsiﬁed oil
record book in order to cover up the illegal discharge.
During the inspection, the vessel's engineers are said to
have operated the oil water separator in such a way that the
equipment appeared as if it was working properly, but
further examination by USCG staff showed that the system
had not been serviced in months and its ﬁlters were
clogged.

SOX Regulations
Discussions at IMO are centred on the question of
whether the global 0.5 per cent sulphur content
requirement should enter into force in 2020 or 2025. A fuel
availability study is in progress to provide a discussion
basis for an IMO decision which may be made at MEPC 70
in October 2016. A complicating factor in the discussions is
the EU Sulphur Directive, which stipulates a maximum 0.5
per cent sulphur content for all EU waters by 2020,
irrespective of the IMO decision. If different dates are
decided by IMO and the EU, shipping will for a period face
a three-tier sulphur content regime. From an operational
perspective, this will be challenging. It should also be noted
that the Water Framework Directive is putting constraints
on the discharge of scrubber water in certain EU countries.
Belgium and Germany have in essence prohibited the
discharge of scrubber water in most areas, severely
constraining the operation of open-loop scrubbers.
NOX Regulations
NOX Tier III requirements have entered into force in
the North American ECA for ships constructed on or after 1
January 2016. In essence, anyone constructing a ship today
needs to consider potential operation of the vessel in the
North American ECA, whether upon delivery or at some
time in the future. If such an operation pattern is
conceivable, NOX control technology will be needed for
that ship. In contrast to the North American ECA the ECAs
in the North Sea and the Baltic do not yet include a NOX
requirement. This has been on the table for a number of
years and there are now robust signals that a joint North
Sea/Baltic NECA application will be made to MEPC 70.
Assuming agreement at IMO these Tier III requirements
are expected to apply to ships constructed on or after 1
January 2021. CO2 and energy efﬁciency Climate change

Keeping Pace With Environmental Regulations
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
28th June 2016

Over the past decade, shipping has seen a surge of
environmental regulations. Political pressure and an
increasing focus from society at large have driven the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), various
countries and regions such as the EU to develop steadily
more stringent regulations. The consequence is a
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remains the driving political force behind CO2 and energy
efﬁciency regulations. In the EU, regulations for
Monitoring, Reporting and Veriﬁcation (MRV) of CO2
emissions have entered into force, requiring all ships above
5,000 GT sailing to or from European ports to comply.
Ships must also report cargo data and average energy
efﬁciency. The EU will make the data publicly available on
an annual basis. Monitoring plans are to be submitted to
veriﬁers by 31 August 2017, with 2018 being the ﬁrst year
of reporting. Data will be published by the EU in mid2019. There is extensive work in progress to develop the
practical framework and the EU is expected to publish
practical details towards the end of 2016.

agency. Speaking with reporters on Saturday, Sayyari
emphasized the self-sufﬁciency of the Iranian Navy: "All
equipment and facilities of the Navy are now homeproduced, and in addition, Iran's Navy is also self-sufﬁcient
in education and human resources.” He stated that before
the Islamic Revolution, Navy personnel studied abroad,
while today, naval students from other countries come to
Iran for training. He pointed to the Caspian Sea, which
borders northern Iran, as a sea of "peace and friendship"
among ﬁve neighbouring countries. “Caspian security
should be provided by the ﬁve countries so that no foreign
country would even desire a naval presence in the sea.” The
Caspian Sea is also bordered by Russia, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan. Just ﬁve months ago, Iran
and the United States experienced a maritime skirmish
which led to a loss of face for the American side. Iran's
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Navy Corps seized two U.S.
Navy command boats after mistakenly entering Iranian
territorial waters near Farsi Island in the Persian Gulf. It
took 15 hours before the ten captured American sailors
were released, unharmed.

MISCELLANEOUS
Daewoo Shipyard Ruined by Combination of
Mismanagement, Accounting Fraud, Moral Hazard
Source: Yonhap News
16th June 2016

SEOUL: An industry-wide slump has deﬁnitely caused
trouble for South Korean shipbuilders. But Daewoo
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co. is looking at two
other major causes that deepened its ﬁnancial woes:
mismanagement and accounting fraud.
In what clearly shows a lack of control and widespread
moral hazards at the world's second-largest shipbuilder,
accounting fraud reached 1.5 trillion won (US$1.3 billion),
a former employee stole tens of billions of won from the
company's coffers, and shipyard workers suffered from an
unfair salary system, analysts said. Most recently, a 46year-old former employee in the offshore facilities division
of the builder's Okpo shipyard in Geoje, South Gyeongsang
Province, embezzled nearly 18 billion won over eight years
through October last year, according to the company and
the Geoje Police Station. "As it seems difﬁcult for a single
employee to continue to steal company money for such a
long period, we are looking into the possible involvement of
the company's upper-level executives in the embezzlement
case," the police said. During the eight years, the employee
mainly inﬂated the purchasing prices of products and the
contract prices for residential houses needed for engineers
in the company and foreign supervisors sent by shippers
that placed ship orders, it said.
"With the stolen money, he invested in stocks and
bought an apartment, a commercial building, luxury cars
and goods.

Launch of Blue Med Marine Medical Service

Thomas Miller Claims Management (TMCM) said it has
taken a step toward its goal of delivering a complete marine
medical solution, with the launch of its BlueMed combined
service. BlueMed builds on TMCM's place as a provider of
maritime medical assistance to the shipping, cruise and
large yacht sectors, by integrating a specialized marine and
energy "telemedicine" service to create a complete package.
The telemedicine service, provided by a team of emergency
and trauma doctors in Aberdeen, gives both routine and
urgent medical advice to vessels at sea, supervising
onboard treatment until disembarkation to a hospital is
possible, and also seeking to avoid costly diversions and
evacuations when these are not necessary. TMCM Claims
Director, Pat Bond, said, "TMCM has worked with many
telemedicine providers, but choosing the right one has been
a matter of listening to clients over time, and being
selective. Some of the telemedicine products have been
around a while, but the quality is variable.""Free radio
medical services are not what they were, and some of the
commercial operations might leave a vessel waiting an hour
or more before they actually get a doctor on the line.""We
have integrated a ﬁrst-class provider who puts a U.K.
emergency or trauma doctor on the line within minutes.
They were working for ship managers, large yacht owners
and North Sea oil operators even before we came along,
and the partnership with our shore- side case management
works seamlessly. "The importance of taking good care of
maritime crew has begun to be acknowledged in recent
years, and crew employment conditions are now the
subject of international regulation, through the ILO's
Maritime Labour Convention. Pre-employment Medical
Examination (PEME) schemes, pioneered by the UK P&I
Club 20 years ago, help to ensure a healthier crew cohort,
while signiﬁcant attention has also been given to the
dangers and effects of fatigue, stress and mental illness
among crew.

Iranian Navy Plans to Deploy in Atlantic Ocean
Source: Israel National News
21st June2016

Rear Admiral Habibollah Sayyari, commander of the
Navy of the Islamic Republic of Iran, said that his country
plans to deploy a naval presence in the Atlantic Ocean
sometime this year. The Atlantic Ocean borders both North
America and western Europe. Sayyari did not specify how
close to the United States his ships would sail, though he
said his navy would act "in accordance with international
laws and regulations." So reports MNA, an Iranian news
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